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The problem. In a profession dominated in numbers by 
women, few women find their way to the top. There are rela­
tively few women in positions of leaderBhip or ad.ministration 
in education. The purpose of this study was to determine the 
attitudes of the school related community toward women as 
administrators in the Des Moines, Iowa public schools. 
Pr.Qcegur!. plive segments of the Des Moines community 
were the ~oPulation for this study. Sample groups were taken 
from. (1) students in fourth, eighth, and eleventh gradesl 
(2) parents of children in these gradesl (3) teaching fac~lty 
from the schools attended by these students. (4) present ad­
ministrntors in these buildings. (5) personnel from the Col­
lege of Educa.tion, Drake University. Sample groups were given 
an opinionnaire prepared by the author and consisting of twelve 
statements which describe ta.sks, roles or chamcteris'tlcs of 
administrators. Results were tabulated and the data analyzed.
Textual summaries and tables appear in numerical and percent­
age form for ease of interpretation. 
Findings. The study shows that men and women are con­
sidered equally ablest public relations, at having ambition 
and a career commitment, at having insight into the needs of 
people. Women are perceived as working as well under women 
I?S under men, as being able to satisfy the community in assum­
ing princlpalship of a school. !Vien and women are viewed as 
being equally able to make decisions and to organl21Q effective­
ly. Jalee are believed to be better disciplinarians by 
parents, students and older teachers, not, however, by the 
majority of the teaching faCUlty nor by administrators. Women 
are considered to be more sensitive, taking things more per­
sonally than men. Most segments of the study believed that 
young girls need succe8s~~1 women as models to emulate, and 
most segments also do not perceive the Des Moines schools as 
having a particular problem of sex bias or discrimination. 
Q..Qncll..lsion. The findings of this study, when viewed 
as B whole, do not show any consistent negative attitudes 
toward women 8S administrators in the Des ~oines, Iow8 public
Bchools. On most of the questions Bsked, men and women were 
regarded by the SUbjects as equally able to perform taBks of 
leedership_ 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM. QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY 
THE PROBLEM 
In a field dominated by women employees, education has 
few of these women in the decision-making, administrative 
positions. Education has seen significant trends in advance­
ment practices over the past years. from 56 percent female 
elementary prinoipals in the 1950's, through the 1960's 
where the numbers of men as elementary principals inoreased 
dramatically and where men continued to maintain their numbers 
as secondary principals in the United States, to the 1913 
figures which show that 1.4 percent of the secondary school 
principals are women, and that 19.6 percent of the elementary 
1Bchool principals are women. In the Des Moines, Iowa pUblic 
secondary schools one out of twenty principals is a woman, 
in the elementary schools thirty-four of the forty-nine 
principals are men, fifteen women. For whatever reasons, 
advancement for men and women in the field of eduoation 1s 
unequal. 
Several areas are worthy of study a.nd several are re­
quired to complete the picture describing women's role in 
l Barnard Johnston, ed., ~ducatlon Yearbook (New York. 
The Macmillan Co. and Free Press, 1972), p. 552. 
education's administration today. Lack of preparation must 
be considered, whether it results from the difficulties women 
confront in obtaining advanced degrees, or from a.n indiffer­
enoe on the part of women 'because the rewards for qualifying 
oneself Beem 80 remote. The sometimes pressing needs of 
home and family must also be considered. Perhaps women, 
during their children's formative years, simply do not wish 
to accept the responsibilities that top-level jobs require. 
Mobility 1s another factor that discourages family women from 
seeking advancement. Society 1s so structured that families 
do not usually move to allow women to accept positions in 
other communities as advancement may require, and women do 
not make these decisions independently. Certainly basic to 
the problem are attitudes toward women in positions of ad­
ministrative leadership. The sooietal attitUdes relative to 
the sehool directly enoompass five segmenteu stUdents, 
parente, teaching faoulty, presently employed administrative 
personnel, and teacher training institutions. 
The purpose of this study 1s to determine the attitudes 
of the segments of the community oited above toward women as 
administrators. 
QUESTIONS 
The questions to be answered by this study ars. 
1. What are the attitudes of 
a. students 
b. parents 
o. teaching faculty 
d. presently employed administrators 
e. teacher training institutions 
in the Des N!oines area and particularly in the Des Moines 
public schools, toward women admlnistratora? 




Permission to conduct this stUdy wee obtained from the 
office of the assistant superintendent of the Des Moines, Iowa 
pUblic schools, Dr. Robert Denney. When permission was re­
ceived to conduct the study. the first step in answering the 
two basic questions was identifying the groups to serve as 
respondents. student, faculty, parent, administrator. and 
university faculty. Once these groups were identified. the 
local schools from which the samples were to be drawn were 
contaoted and prooedures for implementation of the stUdy were 
established with the acceptance and approval of the prin­
cipals of the various schools involved. Approximately 295 
respondents were inoluded in the study. broken down into 
five segments. These are. again. students. parents, 
teaching faculty. presently employed administrators. and 
teacher training faculty. 
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A questionnaire/opinionnalre was designed by the 
author and construoted to elicit attitUdes toward women as 
administrators in the public schools. There are five separ­
ate forms of the instrument, each seeking the same basic 
attitUdes. but altered only enough to make it appropriate in 
wording to the segment to be questioned. Eaoh was accompanied 
by a separate cover letter. The letter explained the purpose 
of the study and defined the groups taking part in the study. 
The five forms contained questions closely paralleling one 
another, thus making a valld comparison of the similarities 
and the differences of the responses by group. This instru­
ment was validated before use in the study. Once validated, 
the members of each group were asked to fill out the quee­
tlonnaire/oplnionnaire. 
Three weeks after the original mailing a. follow-up 
letter was sent to those individuals not having replied. At 
the end of another two weeks analysis of the responses ob­
tained began. 
Results were tabulated to show (1) attitudes of the 
five groups sampled and (2) the differences in attitudes 
among groups. Comparisons were drawn to show attitudes at 
various age levels, of faculty having taught under principals 
of different sexes, of faCUlty with greater or fewer years 
of teaching experience, of faCUlty at various age levels and 
of different sexes, as well as differences which may be 
basio to the nature and identity of the group sampled, e.g •• 
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parents to students. parents to faoulty .. students to faculty, 
etc. 
The dat·a was analyzed and reported both in terms of 
comparative nwnbers and comparative percentages in tabular 
form, accompanied by a textual discussion, summary and con­
clusions. 
~oEulatlon and Sample 
The po.pulation required for this study were the five 
school related segments of the community previously cited. 
They are, again. students. parents. teaching faculty, 
presently employed administrators and the teacher training 
in9titution. 
The student group of 102 consists of fourth, eighth, 
and eleventh grade students from Des Moines, Iowa. These 
grade levels were chosen because they are "intermediate" 
levels of an elementary school (fourth). a junior high 
school (eighth), and a. senior high school (eleventh). That 
is they are neither the youngest nor the oldest students 
within a building. The elementary school sample group for 
this stUdy consists of one class of twenty-four, fourth grade 
students from a school which is considered 8S near "middle 
class" as can be subjectively designated, Elmwood School. 
The junior high sample was drawn from two schools and con­
sists of two classes of eighth grade students, one class each 
from Kurtz and Weeks Junior Highs. The Kurtz class consists 
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of twenty-two students, the Weeks class of twenty-six. 
since Kurtz Junior High in Dea Moines 113 the only secondary 
school having a. woman as principal, the second schools, Weeks 
Junior High's eighth grade was sampled, that school having a 
male as principal. The high school sample group was drawn 
from the eleventh grade students of Roosevelt High School and 
consisted of one clasB of thirty. 
The parent group consists of parents of twenty-four 
fOl.lrth, forty-eight eighth, and thirty eleventh grade stu­
dents whose children attend Elmwood, Kurtz, Weeks and 
Roosevelt. This total sample of 102, however, was not neces­
sarily drawn from the parents of students in the same classes 
as those used for the student sample group, but was taken 
systematically from enrollment records at each of the Bchools 
participating. The total number required for the sample 
group was established and its percentage of the total parents 
figu.red. 'l'wenty-four parents from a total of one hundred 
fourth grade parents at Elmwood. thus every fourth enrollment 
card was selected from the alphabetical list. Similar pro­
cedures were followed whenever a systematic sampling was made. 
:r'he teaching faculty group for the purposes of this 
stUdy were the tam.tl ties of one elementary, two junior highs 
and one high school. The sample was drawn from the same four 
SChools from which student and parent sample groups were 
taken. Because it consists of only sixteen members, the 
entire teaohing faculty of Elmwood School was used as part 
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of the sample. The ratio of men to women on the fac~lty is 
2114. thus 12 percent of the faculty is male. 88 percent 
female. Replies were received from eleven members of this 
group. ten :female B.nd one male. The group included here. 
then. is 9 percent male and 91 percent female. 
A within-sex systematic selection of sixteen of the 
faculty members of each Kurtz and Weeks Schools was made and 
used as a portion of the teaching fa.culty sample. the only 
criterion being that the ratio of male to female teachers 
within the building be proportionately represented. The 
Kurtz faculty of thirty-nine includes twenty-four men (62 per­
cent) and fifteen women ()8 percent). Opinionnaires were 
sent to a tota.l of sixteen. ten men (62 percent) and six 
women (38 percent). Replies were received from a total of 
seven, three men (43 percent) and four women (57 percent). 
The Weeks faculty of forty-two inclUdes twenty-seven men (64 
percent) and fifteen women (36 percent). Op1.nionnaires were 
liH:mt to seventeen. eleven men (62 percent) and six women (J8 
percent). Replies were received from thirteen, eight men 
(62 peroent) and five women (J8 percent). 
A similar part of the sample was drawn from the 
Roosevelt High School teaching faculty. adhering to the 
representative numbers of male to female teachers in the 
building. The total faculty of seventy-nine includes fifty­
three men (67 percent) and twenty-six women ()3 percent). 
Opinionnaires were sent to approxlmately one-third of the 
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Roosevelt teaching faculty, a total of twenty-four, of which 
sixteen were men (67 percent) and eight were women (33 per­
cent). Replies were received from nineteen, fourteen men 
(74 percent) and five women (26 percent). 
The total teaching facuLty to which oplnionnaires were 
sent was seventy-three. Replies were received from fifty, 
twenty-six men (52 percent) and twenty-four women (48 percent). 
The sample of presently employed administrators con­
sists of administrators in the four pUblic schools selected 
for this stUdy. The administrators of the four buildings 
total eleven in number and all members were used in this 
study. 
The fifth sample group consisted of faculty members in 
the College of Education at Drake University. Seven members, 
a number equal to those in the Department of Administration, 
were systematically selected to make up the sample group. 
Replies from this group were too few in number to lend any 
validity to this stUdy and therefore are not included here. 
The opinionnaire submitted to the sample groups 
described here was based largely on concepts obtained from 
reading done in current books and periodicals relating to the 
general question of women in leadership roles in education 
and business. 
CHAPTER II 
RELA TED LI TERA TURE 
In the deoade since Friedan's The feminine Mystique, 
the	 women's movement has firmly established itself and 
literature in the field is abundant, particularly in the 
area of education. "No other profession 1s now the focus 
of so much oriticism for alleged disorimination,·i and, as 
Howe states, ftProm the first the women's movement has been 
a 'teaching movement'.M 2 
Five important basic perceptions toward women and 
work exist in society a.nd are listed by Carroll as. 
1.	 It is a man's world. 
2.	 The current situations exist because both
 
men and women have made it so,
 




4.	 The ma.ximum utilization of intellectual
 




5.	 The goal of equal opportynitles for women is 
not an impossible dream.) 
Considering the lest of these perceptions first, the 
dream is indeed possible, but women must be willing to take 
lJuanita Kreps, Sex in the Marketi21ace. AmeriCanW,2mrR E\t WOrk (Baltimore a The John HopkIns Press, 1971), 
p. • 
2"sexism. Racism and the Education of Women," Today's
Ed,ucatlon.l NEAJoumal, 62. No. S (May, 1913), 47· 
3Ni • A. Carroll. flWomen in Administration 1n Higher
Education," Qontemporary Edl,lcation. 43 (1971), 214. 
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the first step_ AS Killian points out, 
Women must seek jobs in the environment as it 
exists today, not in the hoped-for or perfect 
state that hasn't arrived_ If women wait tor the 
red carpet, open arms and welcome mat, they will 
have a long wait. They must aSSume suffioient 
initiative for beIng qualified, for seeking employ­
ment, for asking :for equal opportunities regarding
all conditions of employment. 
Society can no longer waste the potential existing in 
one-half of Its population. If only for the benefit of 
greater social justioe accruing to that half of its popula.... 
tion, management must recruit all the woman....power available. 
The longer it delays providing realistic equality for women, 
the more needless time and valuable potential will be 
wasted. 2 
A similar argument for females is presented by Lawton, 
who sees the dominant thrust behind the entire woman's move­
ment as a moral matter of justioe and equality.' Women are 
needed in leadership positions in all fields and particularly 
in education, not as models alone. These positions carry 
prestige, power and high salaries, and these practical bene.... 
fits, Lawton writes. must be shared among all groups if 
tRay A. Killian, ;rheWorklng Woman (Lji.pJ American 
Management Association. 1971). p. 175· 
2Ibid • 
3s • B. Lawton, "Minor! ty AdminlE&tra. tors in Berkley ­
A Progress Report," llrban Education, 6 (January. 1972), )22. 
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members are to partioipate fully in the lite of the nation. 
Effective leadership, whether by a man or a woman, 
demands a discipline, a oommitment, and quantitative orienta­
tion. The problema enoountered by women seeking administra­
tive positions in education are similar to those encountered 
by women seeking high-level management 30bs in business. 
Killian believes that the woman who enters the ranks of 
management is oonfronted with problems her male oounterpart 
does not have • 
••• the fact that men are preferred to women as 
supervisors I traditional attitudes of male super­
iority and male dominanoe, reluctance of top 
managerent to provide training positions for 
women. 
The difficulties that women seeking top-jobs meet, 
range from "downright prejUdice and exclusion to much more 
subtle irritations. u2 Women interviewed by Clover felt that 
they were ~~der much closer scrutiny at all stages in their 
careers than male colleagues. J Women who have succeeded in 
4this uman's world" have done so by coming to terms with it. 
lKl111an, Ope cit., p. 174. 
2vernon T. Clover, Cha es in Differences s 
and Oocu ational status orMan and Women -1221 Texas 
Tech Unlvers tyi Department of Economics, College of Business 
Administration. 1970), p. 48. 
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Farber states that men fear and dislike women in top jobs 
for two reasons. 
1.	 They deeply fear the extraordinary sexual
 
attraction women have and the 'business
 
ascendancy it may lead to for them, and
 
2.	 Men don't want women to find out how easy
business really is.1 
Killian and Clover both perceive advantages inherent 
in the woman's position. The very fact that women are not 
as arnb1tious as men can work in women's favor. A woman (mee 
seen in an administrative role wIll no'l; likely be forgotten. 
An opposite viewpoint from Farber's is that men will not 
view a. woman as B. threat, and especially if she has opted 
for a speciality different from his, would view her as a 
confidant.2 Advantages of women over men given by Killian 
include greater empathy and human insight,. a sineere feeling 
for	 the needs of people, and the mental ability required for 
leadership.) 
In spite of Killian's evaluations of mental abilit.y, 
and in spite of tests that show there is ~ basie difference 
in intelligence between the eexes,4 there does exist a 
lseymour Farber, ed., The Potential of Wome~ (New 
York. Li/loGraw Hill Book Co •• 19e>3), p. 183· 
2Clover, Ope cit., p. 52. 
difference in intellectua.l accomplishment between men and 
women. One measure of such intellectual accomplishment 
a.mong academicians is publioation. Farber's study of 400 
Radcliff Ph.D,'s showed that women published SUbstantially 
lese than men of oomparable job and rank. Half had published 
little or nothing. He concludes that even first rate 
graduate training does not erase the differences between the 
sexes in intelleotual achievement. 1 At a time when America 
needs the best brains of both men and women, some of the best 
female brains have. ualready discovered wha.t they won't need-­
intellect. u2 Women, criticizes Farber, have other things to 
do with their lives beyond pursuit of intellectual achievement, 
indulging in the "play-work" in interior decorating and Main 
Chance.:3 ··Is 'the role that women have been willing to play," 
asks Farber. "the result of girls having been allowed leas 
4independence, less self assertiveness?-· Simpson and Simpson 
agree that women, seemingly lacking ambition, are willing to 
maintain subordinate positions in society.S Often the woman 
oan gain more social acoeptanoe through marriage than through 
lparber, Opt oit., p. 24. 
2Ibid •• p. 1B1 • 
3Ibid • 4Ibido, p. 32. 
5Amitai Etzioni, ed., Thesemi-Prof9ssions and Their 
QrganlzatiQns (New York, The Free Press-MacmIllan Co., 19~9). 
p. 2liOo 
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upward oooupational mobility. If she marriest the community 
status is set by her husband's work, by her success as a 
mother and hostess. It is not surprising that she seeks an 
agreeable job that makes few demands, is less ambitious than 
men for advanoement. or to pUblish, and tends to drop out of 
work if her husband has higher status.1 
Teaching has traditionally been an appropriate career 
for girls to enter. One of the reasons cited. by Lewis is 
the. t they will encounter fewer obstacles than in a less tra­
ditional field. 2 Simpson and Simpson propose that one of the 
fundamental reasons for the predominately female complement 
of this semi-profession of teaching is that women are more 
willing than men to acoept the bureauoratic oontrols imposed 
in any semi-profession, and that women are less likely to 
seek a professlona.l state.) Career motivation is not deeply 
ingrained in most women. They embark on a oareer with the 
full expeotation of leaVing when they marry and have children. 
Many who stay do so reluctantly and so not devote full atten­
tion to work. The family situation prevents a strong profes­
sional commitment. An organization staffed mainly with such 
people could not have an atmosphere favorable to professlon­
alism. 4 Simpson and Simpson have found that women at all 
lBtzioni, Opt cit.,p. 240. 
2Edwin C. Lewis, Developing Woman's Potential (Ames, 
lOWfll Iowa state University Press, 19b8J, p. 159. 
4Ibid., p. 219. 
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achievement levels are less motivated toward work careers 
than men, and women who do choose poet-graduate study signi­
ficantly overehoose "female ll occupations, nursing, social 
work, teaching.l 
For a woman to be highly work-committed an atypical 
value orientation plus a strong personal influenoe seems to 
be required. As Farberta studies have found, women are not 
"naturnl" anything--not "natuml" doctors, lawyers, nor 
teachers. Women have no sex-given preeminence in any particu­
lar field. But they do have astounding a.billtieuh2 In 
Los Angeles a stUdy by 'rurner found consistent evidence that 
the ambition of' women in the socio-economic realm is lower 
than that of' men. Women make better records in high school, 
but fewer eim to graduate from college. Women's ambitions 
ere restricted to a few occupational categories with few 
aspiring to the highest positions within these categories. 3 
If they are not lese intelligent. not "naturals" in particu­
lar fields, why then is there found this lack of career­
commitment in working women? Simpson and Simpson state. ItIf 
women are not deeply concerned with work careers, it is not 
3Theodore Athana t 'rhe Professional Woman (Cembrldge t 
Mass. I Schen}mt:m Publishing Co. Inc ... 1970), p. 227 .. 
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beoause they do not plan to work... t They inolude in their 
findings a study by Davis which showed that fewer than 5 per­
oent of senior oollage women in the spring of 1961 did not 
plan to work. A survey of the women of a June, 1957 class 
found 76 percent fulltime employees, 17 percent looking or 1n 
school, 7 percent outside the labor torce. Of those who were 
working, 59 percent were teachers. 2 Nearly all college 
women work, but only a small percentage express long range 
occupational oommitments. Mason found that 51 percent of 
fir9t year male teachers hoped to beoome administrators. con­
trasted to 9 percent of the single women, 8 percent ot the 
married women, and 19 percent of the widowed, separated or 
divoroed women. Among those who expected to work until re­
tirement, 64 percent of the men, 43 percent of the single 
women. 31 percent of the married women and 28 peroent of the 
widowed, divorced or separated women hoped to become adminis­
tra tors. J This lack of long range oecuplll tional commitment 
infers olearly that most women entering teaching lack the 
kinds of interests that would be oonducive to professionalism. 
A study by Lewis shows that most girls who become 
teaohers are not eager to make it a career. "Teacher aauee.... 
tion programs typioally attraot girls who are bright but not 
1Etzioni, op. cit., p. 204.
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brilliant, who make good. grades and have rather vague, non... 
professional interests. They generally do not fit the pat­
tern of' career women. ttt Lewis shows that tew entering the 
field have a oareer commitment to teaching. Most view it as 
Ii ahort-term occupation or an insurance pollcy rather than 
as a life-long profession. Most who do beoome career 
teachers are eIther unmarried and Bubstitute a career for 
marriage, or are older, returning to teaching with a career 
commitment to teaohing as a profession, This makes it a 
frustrating profession for the girl who does have such a 
commitment. As Bernard's study of Aoademic Women shows, the 
worst possible set of ciroumstances evolves when a preference 
for teaching leads a woman into a position in which all her 
time and energy are consumed in teaching and as a result she 
fails to advanoe because she is unproductive.2 Lewis would 
counsel the ambitious woman to look elsewhere than teaching, 
encumbered as it 1s by tradition, for opportunities to use 
her talents for administration. There is simply not much 
opportunity for a woman to gain status and prestige as well 
as personal satisfaction by moving ahead bt her own efforts.) 
Women teachers have few opportunities to advance into 
1L6W18. op. cl t •• p. 160. 
2Kreps, op- 01t. t p. 58. 
J 0Lewis, op- cit., p. 161 
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a.dministrative positions. This is evidenoed by the faot 
that despite the predominanoe of women in education. the 
administrators are men. For one hundred years women have 
numerically dominated eduoation, accounting for two-thirds 
of all teaohers today. A 1971 study by the NEA shows that, 
of the total publio school staff in the United States, 
830.862, or 36.1 percent are men. 1.471,350. or 63.9 peroent 
women. but men far exoeed women in administration and super­
visory	 positions and as principals. Of a total estimated 
158.864 positions in this group. only 13,186. or 19.6 per­
cent.	 are held by women. 
Among full time instruotional staff. 67.2 percent, or 
1.366.830 (of the total 2.034.581) are women. Yet of 70.259 
prinoipals. only 10.765. or 15.) percent are women. Among 
women principals, 21 percent a.re elementary, J percent 
secondary. Of a total estimated 65.306 central office ad­
ministrators and supervisors in 1970-71. 43,391. or 74.1 
percent are men and 25.9 percent a.re women. Among these 
central office categories men number 99.4 percent of a.ll 
superintendents.! These sta.tistics are supported by identical 
findings by Fishel who shows, in addition. that 97 percent of 
all assistant superintendents are men. 2 
l"professlonal Women in Public Schools, 1970-71, II NEA 
R!search Bulletin. '+9, No.3 (Ootober, 1971). 67. 
2Andrew Fishel and Janice Pottker. "Women Lose Outs 
Is There Sex Disorimination in School Administration?", The 
Clearing Hous!.. 47. No.7 (March, 1973), 387. 
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Fishel finds also that at the elementary level, where 
85 percent of the teachers are women, 79 percent of the 
principals Qre men. At the secondary level women comprise 
almost half the teachers. yet only 3.5 percent of the junior 
high principals are women. and :3 percent of the senior high 
principals.1 
It may be thought that women are assistant principals, 
but Fishel finds this is not true. Of 23.299 assistant 
principals in the United states, 85 percent a.re men, 15 per­
cent women. Women hold 34 percent of the vioe-prlnclpelehlpa 
in the elementary schools, 11 percent in the junior highs, 
and 9 percent 1n high Bchools. 2 
NEA and Fishel findings also concur in the area of 
general admlnistra tive pos!tiona. vlomen hold these posi­
tions largely in the areas of elementary education and pupil 
personnel services. Of 10,414 administrators for general 
administration, 4812 percent are women. Thirty-eight per­
cent of those positions Bre in the area of pupil personnel 
services, only 8.5 percent in areas of administration for 
finance and school plant.) In addition, with an almost 
equal balance of sexes in secondary school teachers. l~;cLure 
lFishel. Opt cit., P' 387· 
2rb1d • 
)hprofese!onal Women in Public Schools. h op. cIt., p. 
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finds that 69 percent of the department heads are men. 1 
The situation for women is not improving. "Journals 
fifteen years ago wrote tha.t the 'weaker sex' is losing out. 
It is as bad now, if' not worse than in the 50,s • .,2 lVl0rsink: 
uses statistics complled by the National Council of Adminis­
trative Women 1n Education, showing that between 1950 and 
1960 the number of women serving as junior ahd senior high 
school principals dropped from 18 percent to 3.8 percent for 
8.11 secondary schools. In 1958-59. of 3.091 high schools 
accredited	 by the North-Central Association only 39. or .J 
3percent, were headed by women. 
Of degrees held by public school teachers in the 
spring of 1970, 53.3 percent of the men held bachelor's and 
66.) percent of the women. Master's degrees were held by 
44.9 percent of the men and J2 .6 percent of the women. At 
this level it is clear tha-t proportionately fewer women are 
preparing themselves for advancement. Athena concurs with 
this author that the rewards for further study are so remote 
as to make the investment seem futile: ·'Success requires 
l Gst1 T. McLure, "Sex Disorimination of Schools. h 
Today's Education. l'lEA Journal. 60, No.9 (November, 1971). 
35. 
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lengthy preparation and investment in haman capital. An in­
dividual must forego earnings with the thought that a sub­
sequently high rate of return will ensure. ul The investment 
in male future earnings is seldom challenged, for a woman 
future earnings are less predictable. Fishel point.s out that 
an enormous amoant of talent is wasted in education. The 
top echelon is filled from a potential of one-third of those 
in the profession. The talent of two-thirds 1e wasted or at 
best under util1zed. 2 Farber makes a stronger statement, 
that the situation as it exists is, ft ••• wasteful of woman's 
natural gifts, an injustice to man and the democratic con­
cept of each individual's gifts and sacred rights. Beyond 
that it is so unnecessary.w) 
A forty year study in Berkley, California showing 
trends in women's promotions to administrative positions. 
supports a previous finding here, that women are losing 
ground. Lawton. stUdying the desegregation policles of 
Berkley district employees. including school administrators, 
shows that While black/white and oriental desegregation is 
proceeding rapidly, females are the viotims of increasing 
discrimination. 4 Data on administrators was collected over 
2Fishel, Opt cit., p. 390. 
3Ferber. op. c1t., p. 183· 
4Lawton, Ope oi t •• p. 321 • 
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a period from 1930-1960. There were two critaris. of inter­
estJ (1) the percentage distribution of minority and female 
administrators and (2) their average hierarchial position 
in the administration. The results show a regression in the 
advancement of women. In 1930-39, 26.5 percent of the 
females in the system were promoted to administrative posi­
tions; in 1960-69 the percentage had fallen to 20_3. 1 A 
study of the hierarchial level by race and sex shows that 
bleck women hold positions equal in stature to those of 
black, white and oriental men, while white females are re1e­
gated to lower posts. The continued high representation at 
white males, lossea for white females and gains for minor-
i ties, shows the burden for integra.tion has fallen on one 
group--the white female. Rea.sons lie with those who determine 
and implement promotion polioies, and these powers are held 
by white males. They perceive all other groups as belonging 
to a single minorityt people different from themselves. They 
give 35-40 percent of' all administrative promotions to this 
group to share. In 1930 the group was singly white women. 
In the 1960's the group in Berkley included blacks and 
orientals. "The irony," states Lawton, "is that once admitted, 
racial minorities fared better than white women, who by 1969 
held positions apprecl~bly lower than all others ... 2 
1 . t J26J..J2.wton, op. OJ.'., p. '. • 
2Ibid ., p. 328. 
2.3 
Lawton's findings reflect more than a single school 
system. These trends result from a broad sooial change in 
the united States and are among many barriers that profes­
sional women educators find blocking them. A stUdy by Fishel 
a.nd Pottker shows that women are excluded from authority 
positions in all of society, not just in education.! They 
challenge two aesumptions.t that women are not qu.alified to 
hold positions of leadership. and that women do not want 
such positions. lacking ambition. "The situation in educa· 
tion dramatically demonstrates that women with credentials 
are not promoted ... 2 Their figures very slightly from those 
reported by Johnston. showing that women receive 46 percent 
of all f"'laster' B degrees. 20 peroent of the Doctorates in 
education, yet hold nowhere near this percentage of' lea.der­
ship positions- Fishel and Pottker believe that it is not 
leek of ambition. but many subtle societal biases a.gainst 
women that cause them not to actively seek administrative 
positions. This view is reflected by ma.ny a.uthors on the 
subject. 
Simpson a.nd Simpson write of the esta.blished attitude 
of society aSt 
A visoious clrele in which discrimination
 
egainst women eJnd the sometimes valid bases for
it reinforce each other- Their competing fa.mily
 
1FiAhel, Opt cit., p. 389. 
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roles and the expectation tha.t they will be 
disoriminated against, reduoe women's performance
a.nd aspirations. They are then discrimina.ted 
against partly because they are thought to lack 
ambition. What seems to be discrimination against
the individual may often be a wise policy for the 
organization. 
The whole problem of the discontinuous work pattern 
of large numbers of women enters here as one of the deterante 
to women'g advancement to administrative positions. The em-
player knows he rune the risk, with e. woman in Ii! top position, 
that she may leave to marry, have children, or move with her 
husband's job. In addition she is confined to the labor 
market where her hasband lives. She cannot move to her best 
opportunlties. 2 
Hoffelder studied 4,039 married women teachers in 
North Carolina and reported "serious" or t'some U conflict be­
tween work as e teacher and household responsibilities. As 
would be expected, the younger the woman the more she felt 
this conflict. Sixty percent of teachers in their twenties 
fel t so. '3 'I'he most general pattern of female employment in 
the United states is for women to work about foal" years. 
quit. then for 50 percent to return when the youngest child 
enters school. 4 The return to work of middle-aged and older 
lEtzlonl, Opt cit. p p. 229. 
2Ibid • 
41bid •• p. 208. 
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women is the most dramatic change in the composition of the 
labor force 1n the last decade. Most women shown in a study 
done by Koontz, underestimate the contribution they can make 
to an employer. thus settling for the dead-end. low-paying, 
trad!tionally "female" jobs when their potential is often 
1greater. 
lvlason reports that 80 percent of men in a national 
sample of first year teachers in 1956 expected to remain con­
tinuously employed as teachers or school administrators until 
retirement, but only 25 percent of the women had this expee­
+' 2t a ... l.on. The difference Is chiefly because 58 percent of the 
women anticipated that they would withdraw from work during 
the early years of family life but return later. Semi­
professional women. which term Simpson and Simpson apply to 
nursing, social work and tea.ching, typically neither expect 
nor desire to work continuously until old age. Genees data 
on age distribution shows that performance bears out these 
expectations.) Among teachers under twenty-four years of age 
presently employed in secondary schools, 59 percent are 
female; among teachers 25-)4 years of age, 31 percent are 
l E • D. Koontz, "Fighting Stereotypes. ',tVomen Want Up 
the Career Ladder." F:mericen Voce tionalJouroa1, 48 (Y;ay, 
1973), 35. 
2Ztzioni, Ope cit., p. 209. 
3Ibid •• p. 211. 
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female. among ~eacherB 35-44 years of age. 4) percent are 
femalel and of ~hose oVer 45 years ot age, 58 percent are 
1female. Thus there is evidence to show women stopping work 
to have families, then 1"eturning. The high female peroentage 
emong older ~eaohers is due partly to the movement of men 
into administrative positions. The data aotually under­
estimates the lack of commitment. as there are women trained 
who never enter the field at all. Simpson and Simpson 
estimate that one-third of those trained never teach. Three 
out of five are not in the profession at anyone time. 2 
Low motivation and discontinuous work histories raise 
questions about the prevailing assumptions that women are 
discriminated against when they compete with men for jobs. 
A case can certainly be made for the organizations' stand­
point. From the point of view of the organization, Carroll 
lists three basie reasons to explain why women do not obtain 
administrative poeltionf!!ll (1) women do not seek. the posi­
tionSI (2) administrators who are vacating by choice or re­
tirement do not recommend women replaoements. (3) those 
responsible for selecting administrators do not look for or 
choose women for these assignments.) 
3carroll, op. oit •• p. 214. 
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Considering the first of the above, Carroll perceives 
two reasons for the existing state. First, women do not see 
themselves as being able to perform effectively or to be 
happy 1n such roles, and second. they do not believe they 
have a chance to be selected for any significant administra­
tive position. As support for his second point, Carroll's 
study shows that the retiring administrator honestly wants 
the best possible person to fill his position. He simply does 
not see a woman as the one. Those responsible for selection 
have seven perceptions baslc to their behaviors 
1.	 Women don't want to be administrators. 
2.	 Women won't work under women. 
J.	 Men are easier to work with. 
4.	 Women need to be protected from the unpleasant­
ness involved. 
5.	 Women don't have the necessary preparation.




?..	 Men generate ·'big tt ideas--women are better. 1 
at following directions and doing detail work •. 
The	 personnel departments, then. see their failure to 
select women as logical and without malice. Various aathors 
propose similar ttlists" to explain why there are so few women 
serving as administrators. Und~rlying all of them is the one 
statement that l\'lorsink puts bluntly. ·'Women are considered 
inferior to men as administrators. H2 This suggests that the 
lCarroll,op. cit., p .. 215. 
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princlpalship i8 a ma.scu.line task. Men can perform more 
appropriately than women. There is a need to examine what 
differences do exist, if any. 
Studies comparing men and women do not bea.r out the 
popular rationalization that men are better suited to be 
administrators. Findings suggest that in some wa.ys women 
may be better than men. that they are more competent and 
child oriented than males, thus positions of leadership under 
women would be a strong impetus toward a humanistic Bchool 
1process.
A study by Morsink on Leader Behavior measured twelve 
hypothesized dimensions of leaders' behavior as perceived by 
their faculties. On certain dimensions men and women were 
not perceived to behave differently. on others such as t'repre­
sente.tlonn women scored higher, on "tolerance of freedom" 
men scored higher- The evidence supported by the study con­
cludes that there are ~ valid reasons for nQ1 employing 
women as secondary school principals. 2 
A national principal study done by Fross and Trask and 
reported by Fishel and PottkerJ on the differences between 
men e.nd women elementary principals in 1960. fou.nd that women 
IFishel. op- cit-, p. 390. 
2Morsink. op- cit., p. 86. 
3Pishel. Opt cit., p. 388. 
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gave greater importanoe to the differences between individ­
ual students, more emphasis on detecting and helping delin­
quency prone students. There was no difference shown 1n the 
a.cademic performa.nce of students or the emphasis placed on 
discipline. Women are more likely to require the faculty to 
conform to their standa.rds than men. The study found no 
differenoes between the sexes in the amount of support given 
to a teacher in conflict with a pupil, nor was the sex of the 
principal related to the morale of teachers. 1 
Another study reported by FIshel and Pottker done 1n 
Florida in 1956 compared practices and showed that women 
were more democratic and followed effective administrative 
practices more often than men. were rated higher 1n terms of 
student and teacher morale. and in disoipline. There was no 
differenoe in pupil achievement under 8. male or III female 
principal in math, reading and language. The findings of 
this study show that parents rate women principals highly.2 
A 1959 MiChigan study on male/female differences 
shows a not very surprising conclusion that women teachers 
are more favorable to women principals than men teachers. 
The stUdy aleo found that teachers with the lea.st and the 
most experience were moet favorable to women principals. 
lFiehel, Ope cit., p. J88. 
2!bid. 
;0 
Male teachers who had taught under women were more favorable 
than men who had nott supporting a conclusion of emotional 
prejudice and that experience mediates fears and results in 
the male acceptance of being subordinate. 1 
A stUdy included by Flshel and Pottker shows women 
principals more interested in working with teachers. more 
concerned with objectives of education than male principals. 
and encouraging greater student participation in activities. 
Secondary school principals in Michigan in 1968 showed males 
more tolerant to freedom on the staff while women were more 
representative of their staffs. more perenlBsive in argument 
and more cordial in relations with their superiors. 2 
Continuing a comparison of work abilities and inter­
ests of highly qualified men and women. London's PEP con­
cludes that there is considerable overlap. Decisions about 
promotion or appointment will be sound if made comparing one 
man Qr one woman with another in terms of individual merit, 
not on class chara.cteristics. There is value in the II feminine 
vision" of many work: problems complementary to that of men.) 
PEP studies show that woman tend to be less interested in 
lFlshel, op. oit., p. 388. 
)PEPt Political and Economic Planning, ~omenin Top 
JQbsa Four stUdies in Achievemenl (London, George Allen 
Unwin Ltd., 1970). p. 10. 
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empire building and will balanoe a job with a satisfaotory 
family life. Women are seen to adopt an informal, personal, 
expressive style of administration. 1 
The	 studies Ilvailable for examination enoompaBS a 
wealth of researoh and inolude some approaches proposed by 
this author. One factor which would Beem to be unl~ue to 
this proposel is the inclusion of a student attitude survey. 
There have been reports of student achievement under male 
and	 female principals, but no apparent findings on stUdent 
attitude in this area. At a time when the student ...centered 
school and curriculum is at the force of education, this 
would seem to be a valuable finding. 
'There are, of course, differences between the sexes. 
~ihether or not these differences in.fluence job performa.nce 
as a school administrator has not been resolved. Killian 
lists nine Buch differences! 
1.	 Women are more subjective and intuitive. 
2.	 Men have been aehievers--women have to prove 
themselves. 
J.	 Women are more sensitive than men, likely to 
take things personally. 
4.	 When women are taken for granted or ignored. 
they assume they are disapproved of. 
S.	 V-/omen need and expect more praise. 




7.	 Women work: better in groups than in isolation. 





9· Women are quicker to spot fa.voritism or 
preferential treatment. 1 
Regardless of differences, each woman is an individual. acts 
as an individual, wante to be treated as an individual and 
deserves to be approached as one. Thus the research on sex­
roles and sex-typing will need to be considered as it relates 
to school administrators. 
Howe produces evidence that shows that men and woman 
are taught narrow sexua.l rolee by mothers and fathers, cul­
tures and schools. 2 Sex-typing links occupational roles with 
sex roles and makes "female" occupations those which involve 
nurturing, helping a.nd empathizing, (nursing, tea.ching) seen 
as extensions of the female role, and "male" occupations 
those requiring coolness, detachment, object-orientation and 
outspokenness, (law, science, medicine).) Social and his­
torical evidence shows more flexibility than occupational 
figures do today. In colonial and pioneer da.ys teaching was 
B. IOmale" occupation. The shortage of men resulting from the 
Civil War and growing mass education required the recruitment 
of women and the resultant change in pUblic attitude. 
lKillian. op. cit", p. 2;. 
2"sexisra, Hacism and the Education of ,'iomen, t< Opt cit •• 
p. 47. 
)cynthia Fuchs Epstein, ed., The Other Half (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971), p. 127; 
); 
According to Merton. oocupations are desoribed as sex­
typed when a large ma.jority of thoee in them are of one sex 
and there is a normative expectation that this Is as it 
1
should be. Romer and Secor show that women's options and 
patterns of behavior are limited by the sex-role stereotype 
imposed by society. Their findings largely agree with Fuchs 
who sta.tes that the problem is magnified tor women. Even 
where men constitute a minority in an occupation they seem 
to ha.ve a. better chance to do well and to be upwardly mobile­
Although the majority of people in teaohing are women, Men 
have proportionately more of the top administrative and 
2supervisory posts.
For both men and women, tea.ohing is an unstable oocupa­
tion, although they view their sex-roles differently. The 
turnover rate in high sohool teaching 1s exoeptionally high. 
Ziegler's stUdy shows, however, that the reasons for instabil­
ity have marked differences. The female peroeption of 
teaching Is n in and out .1' For males the orientation is Pup 
or out. n Males regard high sohool teaohing as women's work, 
a stepping stone into administration (almost entirely domin­
ated by males), or into another profession altogether­
Ziegler's research shows considerable job dissatisfaction 
lCynthia Fuchs, Woman's Place (Berkeleys University 
of California Prees, 1970), p. 152. 
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among male teachers. Tee.ching 113 one of the few areas of 
equal pay, this oontributes to the dissatisfaetion of men. 
Smuts conoluded that different sa.larles for genuinelyslmilar 
work in education is rare.2 The main reasons for apparent 
differences is that over-all rank categories such as "super­
visor" and "executive" conceal an enormous amount of varia­
tion in the work aotually done and men tend to get the best 
supervisory and exeoutive positions. J 
Sex-roles are reinforced in the academic community by 
a. sexual etiquette oommunicating an inability of men to 
accept women as equal partners in professional life. Romer 
and Secor view the problem confronting male and female aca­
demicians as whether they can accommodate the existing 
masculine ideology to the emerging feminine definition. If 
sex-typing is to be eliminated. an androgynous community 
mUelt be established in which roles will not be assigned 
according to gender. 4 To repeats the situation exists be­
cause both men and women have made it so. 
1Athena, op. cit., P' 79.
 
2Etzioni, op. cit., p. 222.
 
4Karen T. Romer and Cynthia Secor, liThe Time ie Here 
For Women' s Liberation, II Annal.s t he American Ao dam . f 
.tQ11:t leal and Social Sciences. 39? September, 1971 , p. 130. 
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Contributing to the situation haa been woman's con­
ception of her own role. Bernard, in his book on academia 
women. writes tha.t, "Women who solve the problem of multiple 
roles do so by lowering their career aspirations."l Woman con­
ceives her role. according to Killian, ••• to be that ofb 
helper to an individual. To succeed in administration she 
must substitute for this limited view of herse1f, a vision of 
her job a.s potentially helpful to whole segments of sooiety.p2 
Her self-images are built chiefly around family roles, men's 
a.re more conditioned by occupational roles. 
Ryder expresses the opinion that women have no faith 
in themselves- Stories about not being feminine enough, being 
too aggressive and masculine have made them retreat and acoept 
a lesser role.) Society has built a culture image of the 
school administrator as tall, well built, a good mixer. - - • 
This image holds for allt superintendents, principals, and 
4department chairmen. and is held by women as well as by men .. 
Women ironioally share with men Iii belief in male superiority. 
The belIef that woman should not be in positions of authority 
lEtzloni, Ope cit., p. 229. 
2Killian. Ope cit., p. 1;. 
JS• Ryder, "Room lilt the 'rep. For Whom'i"; t ChangIng 





over men is so strong among industrial workers that to put a 
woman foreman over a male orew would be ridiculous. 1 Ele­
mentary schools accept women because there are few men and 
those there are, are on the way "up or out," serving a brief 
apprenticeship. But schools with even equal numbers of male 
employees tend to bar top positions to women. The larger 
the organization, the more its leaders are brought into the 
political arena. The same beliefs that keep women from be1n~ 
foreman regard them as unsuitable for political infighting. 
A study by Cussler, as reported by Simpson and Simpson. 
shows both male and female elementary and secondary teachers 
have more respect for a male than for a femal~ aspiring 
elementary principal. 2 
Professional associations also have a. sexual structure. 
Epstein shows that women accept the prevailing ima.ge of pro­
fessions as societies of men. They exclude themselves and 
favor the exclusion of other women. They accept these images 
and definitions as appropriate, even though membership and 
participation reinforces ties to colleagues and work. In­
formation is traded, new techniques discussed. the rising 
people noted at professional meetings, yet women are content 
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to be less active in their organizational structure. 1 
Research has shown that women are prejudioed against 
women. A stUdy by Goldberg of 140 oollege girls' evaluation 
of written material showed that authors believed to be male 
received more favorable ratings in every instance. There was 
a clear tendency for women to downgrade the work of their own 
sex. Their perception that men's artiCles were su.perior was 
obviously a. distortion. 2 PEP interviews with women in top­
level jobs show that they consider most women as not having 
the ability to lead other women, as irritable during menopause, 
as not having the physical stamina to do her two jobsl home 
and office. Women interviewed believe that men are better at 
covering up weaknesses and inadequacies,that women "whine a 
bit. flap when things go wrong and do not inspire coni"ldenoe. n ) 
With the approval. on March 22, 1972. by congress of 
the Equal Rights Amendment. the ineQ.ualities and barriers 
facing women moved from the personal and social realm into 
the legal arena. Goldstein writes that it is, 
• • • with shock and dismay tha.t eduoation--the 
focua of liberal thought and enlightened social 
politics--finde itself the center of heated con­
troversy over the role of women, charged with 
perpetuating a system which sUbjagates and 
1Athena, Opt cit., p. 61. 
3"''''D it p .. 44.J:«J:'r, Ope C ., 
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discriminates. The federal government has 
risen to "the defense of these angry and frus­
trated women. 1 
Fishel and Pottker express the opinion that the cur­
rent imbalance in administrative positions in most districts 
can be taken to provide prima facie evidence of discrimina­
tion of employment opportunities for women teachers. The 
EEOC has the power to sue sohool districts for non-compliance 
with regUlations and individual women can bring suit in 
federal oourt, and, lilt will happen •.,2 
An editorial comment from the London Ilm,s would serve 
as a conclusive summary to this related literature section. 
In reply to a member of parliament its author states. 
'fihe number of women in top jobs underlines again 
how very far women remain from job equality in 
teaching. 'rhe numbers cannot be put down to 
straight-forward disorimination against women can­
didates for top joba--it is the factors which con­
spire to produce this situation which need changing. 
Male prejUdice and deep rooted belief in women's 
inferiority still exist on a larger scale than most 
would admit, and complementary to this is a gross
underestimation by women of their own capabilities.
The lack of women in top jobe ie simply that 
classroom teaching ~oes fit in well with running a 
family and with SOc1ety's attitudes of suitable 
work for women while being an administrator or 
principal of a large mixed school does not. 
i J • XliI. Goldstein. "Affirmative Aotion. Equal Employ­
ment Hights for Women in Academia," T§acher's College Record, 
74 (February, 1973). 395· 
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Schools should start by helping girls to think 
of themselves as people with potential which 
should be developed in their own right instead of 
always looking to e. future in which thei take 
second place to a man and two children. 
1 ..Room at the 'Top. t, l imf! Education supp).~ment. 2984­
(July 28, 1972). 2. 
CHAPrER III 
METHODS OF RESEARCH 
Based on concepts found in the related literature, 
an oplnlonnaire was constructed to elicit attitudes of the 
population toward ideas presented by noted writers in the 
field. 
DATA AND INSTRUMENTATION 
The opinlonna.ire1 used in the stUdy inclUdes state­
ments to which participants were asked to respond. These 
statements, as far as possible considering the variations in 
the five separate segments to be questioned, parallel one 
another, thus facilitating analysis and making this a.nalysis 
more relevant. Once the opinionnaire was constructed it was 
submitted to colleagues for review. Revisions having been 
mad.e, the instrument, with its variations appropriate to the 
groups to which it was administered, was pre-tested by indi­
viduals fitting olosely the age and professional experience 
identified with each group to be questioned, but not includi.ng 
any individual aotually taking part in the stUdy. Revisions 
were made as neoessary-
Each item inoluded 1n the opinlonnalre has five 
choioes of response offered. making scoring as objective as 
1Appendix B, fl. 
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possible. Twelve statements were incladed to which respond... 
ents were asked to indicate strong agreement. agreement, 
strong disagreement, disagreement, or whether they did not 
oonsider the statement, which was descriptive of a task, as 
having a sex-oriented basie. The twelve statements were 
paraphrases of opinions toward male or female administrators 
foand with frequency in research done by the author in pro­
fessional and popula.r pUblications dealing with the general 
subject of women as administrators both in education and in 
business. 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Tables have been oonstructed to show responses of each 
of the four segments of the school related community included 
here. Responses to individual questions are shown, both 
numeric~lly and on a percentage basis.. Tabulated results 
illustrate how one group differs from another in response to 
the same, or parallel, questions .. 
The data obtained from the teaching faCUlty sample 
group has been tabulated three waye. to show responses to 
the twelve statements by age, by years of experience in teach­
ing. and by the sex of the respondent. Individual school 
totals are shown as well BS the total teaching faCUlty sample 
group" 
The data. obtained from the student sample group is 
contained in one table which separates male from female 
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responses and which indicates individual schools as well as 
the total student group responses. 
Replies from the eleven administrators of the four 
schools used in the study are incl'l1ded in one table showing 
both individual schools and totals. A similar table shows 
the responses of parents included in the stUdy. All tables 
include both numerical and percentage tota.ls. 
From this tabulation of data received from those par­
ticipating in the stUdy the two questions posed may be 
answered. (1) What are the attitudes of students, parents, 
teachers and administrators toward women as administrators. 
and (2) How do these differ from one group to another? 
If the findings of this study can be accepted, stu­
dents of various ages have definite and fairly consistent 
opinions about the roles played by the men and women with 
whom they come in contact 1n an educational setting. In the 
studies and articles reviewed by the author on the subject of 
women in administrative positions, there were no findings 
which considered the student attitude. It would seem ths.t 
resH9archers tend to :follow the established patterns of asking 
everyone except the students, whose opinions should be valued 
most. how they feel about their schools. The 102 students 
used 1n this stUdy tall into three age groupse the twenty­
four Elmwood elementary students are approximately 10-11 
years of age. the forty-six Kurtz and Weeks Junior High 
4; 
students are approximately 12-14, the thirty Roosevelt High 
School students e.pproximately 16-17. 
The statements included in the opinionnaire were 
chosen from the related literature as being descriptive of 
some of the tasks performed by school administrators (prin­
cipals, vice-principals and advisers). As shown on Table I. 
in response to the first statement, "Men are better at 
meeting people than women," 44 percent of the student sub­
jects did not see this publio relations task as one having 
sex orientation. Twenty percent of the student group agreed 
or strongly agreed that men are better at this than women, 
and 36 percent disagreed, indioating that they believe women 
perform this task effectively. At the various age levels, 
the highest percentage, 63 percent, of the students respond­
ing that meeting people is not a sex-oriented role were 
elementary students, while the lowest (JJ percent) were the 
high school group. 
Forty-six percent of the 102 student SUbjects re­
garded men as better disciplinarians than women. A rather 
small number, 20 percent, do not see disci.pline as a sex­
oriented task. Thirty-four percent disagreed or strongly 
disagreed with the second statement which was phrased. IOMen 
are better disciplinarians than women." The heaviest con­
centration of agreement with the statement came from the high 
school student group, the data showing 6) percent in agree­
ment. Sixty....seven percent of the junior high student group 
- -
TABLE I 
STUDENT SAMPLE GROUP RESPONSES ''fa THE OPINIONNAIRE BY SEX AND bY SCHOOL Al'TENDED 
A .a C D E 
not strongly 
strongly agree agree sex-oriented disagree disagree 
,rf F rotal iii F Total M F Total M F Total [VI F rotal @
" 
'l dIf 70 d ~ # % 1/ % II % 
(1) Ken are better at meeting people than women. 
Elmwood 1 
-
1 4 2 1 ) 1) 7 8 15 63 1 4 .5 20
­~~ eaks 
- - - - ? 1 8 31 6 4 10 as 5 2 ? 27 - 1 1 4 
Kurtz 




.5 6 4 105 J .5 8 36 1 2 3 14 
" Roosevelt.1!.: - ~U....l - ..1!.Q...1 J !.QllJt 4 ~gz,~ 2 ...!.ll
-
Total 
.5 0 5 .5 1) 2 15 15 26 19 45 44 13 15 28 28 3 .5 8 8 
(2) Men are better disciplinarians than women. 
Elmwood 1 
-
1 4 4 5 9 )8 .5 4 9 J? 1 2 J 13 - 2 2 8
 Weeks 4 1 .5 19 6 6 23 3 2 .5 2 7 27 J J 12
- ~ 19 ­Kurtz 2
-
2 9 4 - 4 18 1 J 18 4 5 9 41 - .3 3 14 6 20 1Roosevelt....£ 
...£. .J±. U 12 .....1 U.2Q...!.. ..l ~..2.-1t ...£ ..--. ........... ~ ....l1.Q.
 




- - - - -- - -
- - - -
TABLE I (Continued) 
ABC D E 
not strongly 
stronglY agree agree sex-oriented disagree disagree _ 
M F Total M F Total IV! F Tota.l M F Total i~l F Total 
11 % .;# % f 1! # % If :L 












































7 8 34 
3 4 15 















- '1 7 17 5 22 22 22 9 31 30 9 18 27 26 .5 10 15 15 
_ a 
(4) Women have a more sincere insight into the needs of people than men. 
Elmwood - 1 1 4 1 9 10 42 6 :3 9 37 1 - 1 4 3 .... 3 1) 
~1/eekB 
- :3 J 12 6 5 11 41 8 .... 8J1 2 .... 2 8 2 2 8-

Kurtz 2 2 9 6 0 .... 4 2 6 27 1 1 2- 5 11 ao - - 9 
.... .... ....Roosevelt 
- -
- ..-
8 4 12 0 4 J. ~ 20 .:z.. .Jt 1l.1! J. -.1-1
 
Total 0 6 6 6 20 24 44 4) 18 5 23 2; 14 6 20 20 7 1 8 8
 
(5) Young girls need women in positions of authority to look up to-
Elmwood 2 1 J 14 2 8 10 4; 1 .... 1 4 J J 6 25 2 1 J 14 
Weeks 2 :3 .5 19 11 2 1) 50 4 2 6 23 1 1 2 8 ... 
-
0 ..­
Kurtz ... 1 1 5 5 6 11 50 ) 1 4 18 2 2 4 18 1 1 2 9 
Roosevelt .....l 1 12 40 2 1 J!Q- .....112. -S. -1 ~U -l .-!!1 .2 -.i ....... .---.
 
~ Total 7 5 12 12 2:3 19 42 41 11 4 15 15 13 11 24 24 5 , 8 8 \.A 
- -
- - -
TABLE I (Continued) 
ABC D E 
not strongly 
~~ ~'trongly agrt.le ~Mre~ sex-oriented ~iSJ~\gree dis-agree 
M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total 
. # % It % # -1£ Ii. %. fj~ 





1 1 4 1 '1 14 54 :3 J 6 25 1 2 3 13 
Weeks 4 1 5 19 2 1 J 12 8 4 12 46 4 1 .5 19
-
1 1 4 
Kurtz 
- - -
~ 1 2 :3 14 2 4 6 21 6 4 10 45 2 1 J 14 
Roosevelt -:l 
- -..1!.Q. -1. ~ 11.:& -£ -'. ....Lt.u ....2. -A -a.u -..l -&. -11.Q.
-
Tota.l ? 2 9 9 10 8 18 18 19 17 )6 35 19 10 29 28 4 6 10 10 
(1) I would not wish to have a woman as principal of my school. 
Elmwood 2 :2 4 11 
- :3 :3 13 8 3 11 45 1 J 4 11 - 2 2 a 
Weeks 4 1 .5 19 ) 1 4 15 9 1 10 39 2 .3 5 19 - 2 2 8 
Kurtz 2 2 4 18 1 1 :2 9 2 7 )2 :3 6 27 :3 14,
Roosevelt -l 
- -l-l -i J. -2. 20 .1 ..1. Ja 6 .--. 1Q..l1 .Jt.- 1 8 28 ~-
Total 9 5 14 14 9 6 15 15 26 7 33 32 12 13 25 24 4 11 15 1.5 
(8) Women are better with children and young people than men are. 
Elmwood 
-
4 4 20 1 J 4 17 .5 3 8 33 1 2 3 13 .3 1 4 17 
'Weeks 4- 2 6 23 9 2 11 42 4 4 8 )1 1 - 1 4 ­Kurtz 
-
1 1 5 2 J .5 23 2 2 4 18 4 3 7 )2 :3 :2 .5 2)
Roosevelt 
..2l ..1. 2tU ---2. ....1 !Q.ll 4 ....1 -5. 16 
-
4 ~ UJ!l - - - ­~~ 
Total 8 7 15 15 21 9 30 29 15 10 25 24 10 1) 23 23 9 J 9 9 ~ 0-. 
- -
TABLE I (Continued) 
ABC 
Not 






M F Total 
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M F Total 
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'rotal 14 2 16 16 15 5 20 20 18 14 )2 32 12 a 20 20 1 11 12 12 
(lO)Sexism (textbook blas, sex-role stereotyping, elasses for one sex only, et.c.) is a 
problem in our schools. 
Elmwood 1 2 J 1) 1 4 .5 20 4 2 6 25 1 .5 6 25 4 1 4 17 
Weeks 
-
2 2 8 5 1 6 23 4 1 .5 19 8 4 12 46 1 - 1 4­
Kurtz 2 1 J 14 3 6 9 41 2
-
2 9 4 J 7 32 - 1 1 .5 Roosevelt 
- ~..1. -.5. -!. -.2.gQ 6 U~ ....l ~O~ ..2.~ ..s. -1. ..1. ....... -l ­
Total 3 7 10 10 14 12 26 25 15 4 19 19 20 18 )8 37 8 1 9 9 
~ 
...., 
- - - ---- -
- -
TABLE I (Continued) 
A B C D E 
not strongly 
strongl! agree agree sex-ori§tllted dis?gree disagree 
M F Total ~ F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total 
i!	 ,.rl", -< iiJ " -'" Ii.	 r' %f !	 f ) f ~ ~ ~ , 5 
(11)	 Women are more relaxed and easy going than men. 
Elmwood
-
2 2 8 4 .3 7 29 J 3 6 21 2 5 7 29 3 - 3 13 




2 2 4 18 4 4 8 }6 J 4 7 32 2 1 :3 14­
Roosevelt...1. 
-
- ...1-'1 4 1 -i 16 4 2 -2. 2Q .....2. -:L 16 £i J. - ~..z 
Total 2 J 5 5 14 7 21 20 19 1) 32 )1 16 18 34 33 10 1 11 11 
(12)	 Women are more sensitive than men. likely to take things personally-
Elmwood 2 
.3 5 20 6 6 12 50 1 2 3 14 1 1 2 8 1 1 2 8 
\tleeks 12 5 17 65 5 2 7 27 1 - 1 4 - 1 1 4 
Kurtz :; J 6 27 6 9 41 1 2 .3 14 1 .3 4 18 
Roosevelt-i 
-
-i 16 !Q 1 14 II - -1 ...1.-1 4- -1 ....1.U -1 - -1.....1
-
Tota.l 22 11 33 33 27 15 42 42 J 5 8 3 6 8 14 14 2 2 J .3 




disagreed with the statement. Elementary student group 
response was widely sca.ttered. Their exposure to only two 
men among fourteen women on the Elmwood faculty was perhaps 
a factor in indecisiveness on this point. Forty-two percent 
agreed with the statement, 31 percent did not regard the task 
of discipline as sex-oriented and 21 percent disagreed. 
The third statement dealt with the career commitment 
which many writers in the field after as one reason explain­
ing why there are so tew women in administntive positions­
The statement to which the stUdent group was asked to respond 
was phra.sed,"Men are more ambitious than women, therefore 
more committed to their careers.·' Twenty-nine percent of 
the students agreed, 30 percent did not view ambition a.nd 
career commitment as sex-oriented, and 41 percent disagreed 
with the statement. Distribution among the five ohoices of 
response was fairly equa.l at all age levels, the heaviest 
concentration found in disagreement with the statement was 
among junior high students, 39 percent of whom either dis­
agreed or strongly disagreed. This figure is, however, not 
large enough to be important. 
The fourth statement is concerned with a traditional 
perception of woman's role _ The statement. ·'women have a more 
sincere insight into the needs of people than men, II found 
agreement among 49 percent of the student subjects. Only JJ 
percent viewed this characteristic as non-sex oriented and 
28 percent disagreerl with the statement. All age levels had 
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the heaviest concentration of responses in the t'agree ll 
column. 
The fifth statement, "Young girls need women in posi­
tions of a.uthority to look up to, It is one frequently heard 
and seen in this era of women seeking equal rights and oppor­
tu.nity. This idea is also advanced by writers in the field 
as another reason for girls and young women not seeking pro­
fessional training in administrative fields I they do not 
come in contact with many women in leadership roles. thus 
have no models to emulate. Fifty-three percent of the 102 
student SUbjects agreed that women models B.re needed. while 
32 percent disagreed. This indicates a need that students 
feel is not being met. 
The phrasing. "Women prefer a male boss," was used 
for the sixth statement on the student o:plnionnaire. It 113 
the opinion of this author that this is a difficult attitUde 
for stUdents to express since most have not experienced ever 
having Eli. "boss·' whether male or female. Therefore the atti­
tUde expressed here may be one based on heresay rather than 
one based on any direct experience. The data shows widely 
dispersed reactiona 21 percent show agreement. 35 percent 
show no aex-orientation, and 38 percent show disagreement. 
Two separate junior high groups were included in this 
stUdent sample group primarily to test reaction to the 
seventh statement, ItI would not wish to have a woman as 
principal of my sohool." Kurtz Junior High is the only 
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secondary school in Des Moines having a woman 8S principal. 
Among Kurtz students sampled, 27 percent agreed with the 
statement, indicating that they would rather not have a woman 
as principal. Thirty-two percent responded that they do not 
view principalship as a sex-oriented role. Forty-one per­
cent show disagreement with the statement, which implies a 
satisfaction with a woman secondary principal_ By compari­
son Weeks Junior High, geographically placed in a similar 
section of the city and having a male principal, shows some­
what different attitudese Thirty-four percent of the Weeks 
students responding indicated agreement with the statement, 
showing a desire not to have a woman principal. 39 percent 
regarded principalship as not sex-oriented I 27 percent dis­
agreed, indicating that they would not be opposed to having 
a woman as principal. 
Among the total student sample gro~p and including 
all three age levels, 29 percent show agreement, 32 percent 
do not regard principalship as sex-oriented, and 39 percent 
disagree or strongly disagree, this last and largest group 
indicating that they would not be opposed to a woman as 
principal. A fairly large percentage of the high school 
sample group were included here, 61 percent showing disagree­
ment with the statement, ttl would not wish to have a woman 
as principal of my Bchool." Only 23 percent of the high 
school group agreed. 
The eighth statement, "Women ere better with children 
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and young people than men,·' brought 44 percent agreement 
from the total student sample group, a 22 percent disagree­
ment end 24 percent v-.rho did not view adult-children relation­
ships as sex-oriented. 
Students were almost equally divided in reaction to 
the ninth statement I ·'Men are better at decision making than 
women. If Thirty-six percent agreed. 32 percent disagreed and 
)2 percent did not perceive the ability to make decisions as 
a sex-oriented role. The heaviest concentration came once 
again in the high school group with 51 percent in disagree­
ment with the statement. 
Sexism. or seX-bias. is not believed by a large number 
of the student sample groups to be a problem in schools. 
Thirty-five percent appear to agree with the statement that 
it is a problem, 46 percent disagree that it is a problem and 
19 percent see no sex-roles required of students. Forty-five 
percent of the junior high group. however, agree that it 18 
a problem. 
To the eleventh item on the opinionnaire, hWomen are 
more relaxed and easy going than men," only 2.5 percent showed 
agreement. Thirty-one percent did not regard a relaxed atti­
tude 8.S being a sex-biEu3ed characteristic, while 44 percent 
disagreed. thus viewing the males with whom they come in 
contact as being the more relaxed and easy goir~. The high 
school group particularly falls into this last category, 61 
percent in disagreement with the statement. 
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The twelfth and final statement resulted in the 
strongest agreement by the student group of any item on the 
opinionnaire. Seventy-three percent of the student subjects 
agreed that, "Women are more sensitive than man, likely to 
take things personally.tI Only 8 percent considered this as 
a non sex-oriented role and 17 percent disagreed with the 
sta.tement entirely. All a.ge levels were consistent in their 
reactions to this statement. 
The faculty sample group used in the study totals 
fiftyl eleven elementary school teaohers. twenty junior 
high teachers and nineteen high $chool teachers. Their 
responses will be considered from three separate points of 
viewl sex, age. and years of experience. Since one SUbject 
did not indicate en age. the total for that particular set of 
responses will number forty-nine and percentages are based 
on that number. 
Table II shows the male/female ratio of the teaching 
facul ties of the schools included in this study. Des ii-oines 
schools are typical or Bchools nation-wide which have 
secondary schools with predominately male faculties and 
elementary schools with predominately female faculties. 
Since the sample group used in this study is nearly equally 
male and female, twenty-six or 52 percent male and twenty­
four or 48 peroent female, the replies tabulated by sex of 
the subjects should show prevailing attitudes. 
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TABLE II 
MALE TO FEIJ:ALE RA'rrO OF (1) TOTAL FACUVJ:IES. (2) SAfI;PLE
 
GROUPS ,AND (3) RESPONDENTS TO OPINIONNAlRE. OF
 
ROOSEVELT, KURTZ, WEEl~ AND ELMWOOD SCHOOLS
 
Hesponaes to 
Total Facu.lty Sample Group Opi,nlQnna.lre 
M W Total Iii \II Total lVI W Total 
Roosevelt 
Number 53 26 79 6 8 24 14 S 19 
Percentage 67 33 100 67 33 100 74 26 100 
Kurtz 
Number 24 15 39 10 6 16 3 4 7 
Fercentage 62 )8 100 62 ;8 100 4) 57 100 
Weeks 
B 13Number 27 15 42 11 6 17 .5 
Percentage 64 )6 100 62 38 100 62 38 100 
Elmwood 
2 14 16 1 10 11Number 2 14 16 
100 9 91 100PercentB_ge 12 88 100 12 88 
26 24 50Total 
52 48 100 
TABLE III
 
TOTAL FACULTY SAMPLE GROUP RESPONSES TO THE OPINIONNAIRE BY SEX
 
A B C D E 
not strongly 
st~ongly 8gr~e 




M F TotS.1. M 
d.lsagre,~~~__ 
F TO.tal M 
disagree 
F Tot8.. i! 
# % # % . t ~ # ~ # 










































































Total - 1 1 2 2 6 8 16 14 8 22 45 6 6 12 25 J 3 6 12 
(2) Men are better disciplinarians than women. 
Elmwood 1 
-
1 9 - 2 2 18 1 6 ? 64 .. - - - - 1 1 9 
'fieeks 1 
-
1 8 4 
-
4 31 1 J 4 31 2 2 4 31 
Kurtz 
- - - -
1 J 4 S7 1 2 , 4)
-
.-








Total J - 3 6 11 5 16 33 1+ 14 18 3'7 4 4 8 16 1 3 4 8 
(3) Men are more ambitious than women, therefore more commi-tted to their careers. 
Elmwood - - - - - 2 2 18 - 2 2 18 1 2 ) 21 - 4 4)6 
Weeks 1 - 1 8 1 - 1 8 4 1 5 38 2 1 J 2) - J J 2) 
Kurtz - - - - 2 - 2 29 - 1 1 14 1 1 2 29 - 2 2 28 
Roosevelt....::. .-!. -1....s ....s. -=. -2 ~ .Jl:. J. -i ~ J -1 -.l ~ -l ~ ....s. ~ 
Total 1 1 2 4 8 2 10 20 8 5 13 26 6 5 11 22 J 11 14 28 
.- ~ 
- - --
TABLE III (Continued) 
ABC D E 
not strongly 
sj;rongl;y agree agree sex-oriented gisagree disasree 
M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total 
~~~ ~~~ ~__ _ Ii % Jl_~_ __~__ _L_~ 
(4) Women have a more sincere insight into the needs of people than men. 
..,Elmwood 
- - - -
J J 27 - 1 1 9 1 ; 6 55 - 1 1 9 Weeks 
- - - - - - - -




- - - - -




- - - - ~ ...1. ...iU J.. ~ -2.~ ~ -l -'ill ~ -1 -ill 
Total 
- - -
.- 4 6 10 20 14 8 22 4; 6 8 14 27 J 2 5 10 
,,,.\ "T_ •• .1_'1_ ---~ ••• & .... 4 • .; ..........._ ... -8' "" ..+h .......4+...r +n In.nlir nn +.n.
 
-- -
TABLE III (Continued) 
ABC D E 






M F Total 
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Total .. 2 2 4 .5 1 6 12 8 .5 1) 26 6 12 18 36 7 4 11 22 










































1 1 9 
2 6 46 
2 :3 44 





Total 1 2 :3 6 8 3 11 22 7 9 16 32 8 8 16 32 :3 1 4 8 
(9)	 Men are better at decision making than women. 
Elmwood 4 4 )6 1 J 4 36 .. 3 J 27 
';teeks .... 1 1 
.5 J 8 62 1 .. 1 8 .. 1 1 8 
Kurtz 1 12 11~ J 2 5 72 .. - - - - 1 1 14 
.. .. ..	 ..Roosevelt - -=. 













- -- - - --
- -- -
TABLE III (Continued) 
ABC D E 
not strongly 
. _.J3iironglY aa;ree agree sex-oriented __ disagree dJ.sagree 
M	 F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total 
It ;;;	 1# }~ 11 % jL_L ~~~ 
(10)	 Sexism (textbook bia.s, sex-role stereotyping. classes for one sex only, etc.) is a 
problem in our schools. 
Elmwood ... 2 2 18 
-
2 2 18 
- -
... ... 1 6 7 64 
Weeks ... ... ... ... 1 3 4 31 1 ... 1 8 6 2 8 62 
Kurtz ... ... 2 28 ... 1 1 14 ... 1 1 14 ... 1 1 14 2 ... 2 28 
Roosevelt ....!. 








-LX -!. -!. -l!§. 
Total 2 6 8 16 
.5 7 12 24 1 1 2 4 14­ 9 23 46 4­ 1 .5 10 
(11)	 Women are more personal, informal. less structured than men in organizing. 
Elmwood ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... J 3 27 1 6 '7 64 ... 1 1 9 
'(leeks ... ... ... 1 1 2 15 1 2 6 2 8 62 ...-	 J 2~
... ... ...	 ... ...Kurtz 
- -
1 1 14 2 1 3 4 2 2 28 1 1 14 
Roosevel t ....::. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
...1.J.§. 4 20...!. -l ..:z ....1 .1!~ -l -1 .-..... ....... 
Total ... 
-
... ... 2 1 J 6 '7 9 16 32 14- 11 25 50 J 3 6 12 
(12)	 Women are more sensitive than men, likely to take things personal..ly. 
Elmwood ... ... ... ... 1 ) ... ... 1 14 ~6 - J J 27 J , 27	 9 Weeks 1 ... 1 8 4 2 6 6 1 1 2 15 2 2 31 ... ... ... ...
 
Kurtz. ... ... 
-
... ... 2 2 28 2 1 )44 1 1 2 28
 
Roosevelt ...6. 
-l -1!§.. ~ - 2 10 ...1 ~ ...i~ -1 ~ .2.:llt ..1 - -AlQ.
 




@ Percentages rounded to equal 100%.	 00 
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To the first statement, liMen are better at meeting 
i 
~ people than women,1I the largest total number, twenty-two sub. 
jects or 4; percent, expressed the attitude that this is not 
a sex-oriented role. Among these twenty-two respondents, 
I fourteen were males and eight females. Nine respondents 
agreed that men perform this task better than women, and of 
the nine in agreement seven were women. 
The second statement, "Men are better disciplinarians 
than women,lI shows 37 percent, or eighteen, of the total re­
garding discipline as not a sex-oriented task. Of this 
eighteen however, fo~rteen replies were from women and four 
from men. Among those who agreed with the statement were 
fourteen men and five women. Only 24 percent, five men and 
seven women dise~reed with the statement- Results indicate 
that women tend not to think of discipline as a task requir­
ing one sex or another, whereae men regard themselves as 
better disoiplinarians. 
Total percentages were fairly widely dispersed in 
response to the third statement, "Men are more ambitious 
than women, therefore more committed to their eareers. The 
strongest response, however, came from females who disagreed 
with the statement, eleven indicating strong disagreement 
and five disagreement. Nine men disagreed with the statement 
for a total male and female group disagreement of ,0 percent. 
Forty-three percent of those reacting to the fourth 
stet~ment. hWomen have a more sincere insight into the needs 
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of people than men," regarded this as a non-sex role. Here 
the number of men choosing this response was fourteen, the 
number of women eight. Men and women were nearly equal in 
d.isagreement with the statement. nine women and eight men 
disagreeing. 
Women indicated the strongest agreement with the state­
ment, "Young girls need women in positions of authority to 
look up to." A total of fifteen women agreed with this fifth, 
statement on the oplnionnaire, combining with ten men to 
make a 'total of twenty-five, or 50 percent of the su.bjects 
Showing agreement with the statement. Twenty percent viewed 
it as a non-sax role and 28 percent disagreed. 
The sixth statement on the teaching faculty opinion-
naira was phrased _ "Women do not work well under women. 11 A 
total of 61 percent disagreed with this opinion which is seen 
with :frequency in the related literature as one of the 
deterants to women in administration. This 61 percent. 
numbering thirty. included seventeen women and thirteen men. 
Twenty-six percent agreed with the stetement f ten men and 
three women selecting this response. Of those who agreed 
that women do not work well under women. the majority ware men. 
of those who disagreed the majority were women. 
Fifty-eight percent of the SUbjects disagreed with the 
seventh statement. II I would not wish to teach u.nder a woman 
prine ipal f a total number of twenty-nine responses. OfI, 
these twenty-nine, thirteen were men, sixteen women. 
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Twenty-six percent regarded principalship as a non-sex 
oriented role, leaving only 16 percent agreeing that they 
would not wish to teach under a. woman. These totals indicate 
very little opposition from either male or female teachers to 
women as principals. 
Males agreed with greater frequency tr~n females that, 
"Women are more child oriented than men." Nine men and five 
women show agreement with this statement. The majority of 
the subjects, however, either view the characteristic as not 
being sex-oriented or indicate disagreement with the state­
ment. As the data analysis progresses it becomes increasing­
ly apparent that members of this semple group were somewhat I1n­
biased in their attitudes toward the roles of women in educa­
tion. 
The ninth statement, Ui'tlen are better at decision making 
than women," was perceived as a non-sex role by 47 percent of 
the sample group. Fifteen men and eight women chose this 
response. Ten women disagreed with the statement compared 
to four men. Six men end six women, for a total of twelve or 
25 percent, agreed that men ere the better decision makers. 
The majority of the teaching faculty group did not 
ogree that sex bies is a problem in schools. Fifty-six per­
cent of the totel indicated disagreement or strong disagree­
ment with this statement. Among those choosing this response, 
however, men outnumbered women almost two to one, eighteen 
men and ten women selecting this response. Forty percent 
agreed with the statement. thirteen women and seven men. 
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Here again, of those who agreed with the statement that 
sexism is a problem, the majority were women; of those who 
disagreed the majority were men. 
Sixty-two percent of the total respondents disagreed 
with the eleventh statement, ·'Women are more personal, in­
formal, less structured than men in organizing." Responses 
here were more equal between the sexes than has been pre­
viously noted, seventeen males and fourteen females select­
ing this response. Thirty-two percent of the total, includ­
ing nine women and seven men, regarded informal org~izatlonal 
methods as a non-sex role. A very small 6 percent agreed 
with the statement. ~len and women expressed more similarity 
of attitude in response to this item than on any included in 
this opinlonnaire. 
Reactions to the final statement were more evenly 
dispersed. Thirty-six percent, ten men and eight women. 
agreed with the statement, "Women are more sensitive than 
men, likely to take things personally." Twenty-six percent, 
six men and seven women, did not regard this kind of sensi­
tivity as being sex determined. while 38 percent, ten men 
and nine women, disagreed with the statement. Attitudes 
here as in the preceding item do not seem to be determined 
by the sex of the subject. 
Teaching faculty responses were tabulated a second 
and a third time to determine if age or years of teaching 
experience were a lactor in attitudes expressed. While 
these two factors do somewhat parallel one another, they 
will be analyzed separately for the sake of cla~ity. 
Table IV shows the age distribution among the members 
of the teaching faculty sample group. 
TABLE IV
 





-)0 31-45 46+ Total 
School yrs. of age yrs. of age yrs. of age number 
Elmwood 2 6 :3 11 
Kurtz 2 2 :3 7 
Weeks :3 5 4 12 
Roosevelt 5 10 4 19 
Total 
number 12 2) 14 49 
Percentage 
of total 24 47 29 100 
_._....-­
The largest percentages of teachers in all age groups 
considered the first statement, liMen are better at public 
relations than women, It to be a non-sex oriented role. Fifty 
percent of -those under thirty, 39 percent of those 31-45 years 
of age and 4) percent of those over forty-five selected this 
response.. Fifty percent of those over forty-rive and 48 per­
cent of the 31-45 aga group, however, disagreed with the state­
ment, while only 16 percent of those under thirty indicated 
disagreement. 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
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1 1 5 1 - - - - 1 
'¢Jeeks 
- -
1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 
Kurtz
- -








- ...1 ....J. 
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- - :3 4 J 5 10 4 2 J 1 - J 1
 Percent 
- -













1 1 1 
-
) 1 
iVeeks 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 
Kurtz 
- 2 1 1 
Roosevelt 
-1:. 1 - ...l. ...l - - 1 ~ -1 -1 -6. 1 -l ­
Total 2 1
-
2 5 2 2 5 4 :3 4 5 2 7 )4 ~Percent 17 
-
17 22 14 17 22 29 JJ 17 36 17 30 21 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
-- - - -
- - - - -
- - - - - -- -- -
- - --- - - - - - -
- -
TABLE V (Continued) 
-"''',A B c D .t!. 
not strongly 
strongly agree e,gree $~~::Q:ri~nt~d disag~~!L__~_~ _ disagre~_~ 
-30 31-45 46+ -30 :31-45 46+ -30 31-45 46+ -30 31-45 46+ -30 J1-45 461­
years Of age years of age years of age years of age years of age 
(4)	 ~omen have a more sincere insight into the needs of people than men. 
Elmwood 
- - - -
2 1 - 1 - 2 2 2 - 1 
iff'eeks 
- - - - - -
2 4 J - 1 1 1 






-i 1 - 1 1 1 -1 ­
Tot8..1 
- - - :3 2 4 4 10 6 2 6 4 2 4
 Percent 
- - - 33 9 29 33 4) 4) 17 26 29 17 17
 
(5)	 You.ng girls need women i.n positions of au.thority to look up tOe 
Elmwood 1 2 J 2 1 1 1 
Weeks 
- -
2 1 2 1 1 1 1





- 3 2 1 1 1 - 1 Roosevelt 
- -1. -l. 2 .J!. -l -l -l. - 1 1 - - ~ ­
Total 
-
1 1 ? ? 7 1 6 :3 J 5 :3 - :3
Percent
-
4 7 58 )0 50 8 26 21 33 32 21 - 1)
 







- 1 - 2 :3 2
 \'Jeska 
- - -
1 1 2 1 3 - 1 1 1 - 1 Kurtz 
-
- - -





4 4 3 - /.; - 7 '7 7 - 5 2 Percent 
- 9 - 33 17 21 8 1'7 ., 58 30 .50 - 22 14 
0\ 
\.n 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE V (Continued) 
_"0" _ _ __	 _, 
A B C 
not 
stronbIly agree a.gree s~x-oriented_ 
-30 31-45 46+ -30 31-45 4(~ -30 31-45 46+ 
__ .. y~ars .of age ,years of age years of, age 
(7)	 1 would not wish to teach under a woman principal­
Elmwood - 1 1 - - - - .3 1 
Weeks - - - 2 - 1 - J :3 
Kur~z - - - - - - - 1 
Roosevelt 1 - - 1 1 - - 1 ­
- - - - - - - - --. 
'rotal 1 1 1 :3 1 1 - 8 4 
Percent 8 4 '7 33 4 1 5 35 29 
D 
di8~gr~e _ 
-)0 31-45 46+ 
years Qf age 
2 2 1 
1 
2 1 
~ -l ~ 
6 6 4 




-30 31-45 46+ 












(8)	 Women are more child oriented than men. 
Elmwood 
- - - - :3 - - 1 - 2 1 J - 1 Y'Jeeks 
- - - - -
2 
- 2 1 2 J 1 1 
Kurtz 
- - - -
1 1 1
-











....1. ....£. -l ~ 1 ~ -l. -l.. -i -.1. 
'rotal
- - - -




- 35 39 33 17 21 50 30 43 17 13 7 











'Neeks	 ... ... 2 1 1 1 ... 1
- -	 J 3 ­
Kurtz 
- - - - -






- - - ..z. ,.g ...l - -1 J. .1. - 1 1 4 -!. 
Total ... 
- -
2 4 :3 5 9 6 2 2 J 2 7 2 
Percent ... ...
-
17 11 21 42 39 4) 17 9 21 11 30 14 
0\ 
0... 
TAbLE V (Continued) 
A b C D E 
not strongly 
_ __ strongl~ ~tree_ agree !??!t:9riented gi~sgree _ disagree~_~ 
-30 Jl-~5 -6+ -)0 )1-43 46+ -30 31-4; 46+ -30 31-45 46+ -'0 ;1-45 46+ 
years of_~ge ;years of age yea~s of age years of age xearsofage 
(10 ) Sexism (tertbook hias, sex-role stereotyping, classes for one sex only, etc.) is a 
problem in our schools. 
Elmwood 2 1 1 1 :3 :3 
"aaks 2 2 1 2 2 :3 1 1 










"6 -l J --3 
2 (; ...l 9 
1 
b -1 2 -.1 2 ...l. J 
Percent 1? 22 17 26 21 21 50 39 4) 17 9 21 
(11)	 Women are more personal, informal, less structured than men in organizing. 





... 4 2 2 ... ... 
...	 ...Kurtz	 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 




-l ........ 2 2 2
 
'rotal - ... - 1 1 2 4 7 1" "4' 11 8' -2 J J 
Percent 8 4 14 33 30 7 33 48 57 17 13 21 
-
(12)	 Women are more sensitive than men, likely to take things personally. 
Elmwood 1 1 1 2 t 1
- -
3 1 





Kurtz	 1 1 1 2 1 1 
Roosevelt 
-l 1 J. -l 2 - - - 1 ....l - ~ ­
'rotal 1 2 3 2 '"66"1" -t -2 -t -5 3 -1 3 ­
Percent 8 9 21 17 26 4) 8 26 14 50 22 21 8 1; 
0'\Percentages rounded to equ.al 100%.	 
-...J 
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Of all those teachers younger than forty-five years 
of age, the largest percentages believed that discipline, 
the task referred to in item two, is a non-sex oriented one. 
Forty-two percent of those under thirty and 43 peroent of 
those 31-45 years of age chose this response. Forty-two 
percent of teachers over forty-five agreed with the state­
ment that men are better disoiplinarians than women. 
Fifty percent of the teachers under thirty disagreed 
and thirty-four percent of that same age group agreed that, 
"Men are more ambitious than women, therefore more committed 
to their careers. It Fifty-seven percent of those over forty­
five also disagreed that men are more ambitious. Attitudes 
of the middle age group were soettered, no more then )0 per­
cent falling into anyone category. 
There were no teachers who strongly agreed with the 
fourth statement. NWomen have e more sinoere insight into 
the needs of people than men." Thirty-three percent of 
those under thirty, 43 percent of those 31-45. and 43 percent 
ot those over forty-five ohose response C, not a sex-oriented 
role. Forty-three percent of those in the middle-age group 
dlaagreed with the statement while teachers under thirty 
divided equally between agreement and disagreement. 
The majority of older and younger teachers agreed 
that. hYoung girls need women in positions of authority to 
look up to "II Fifty-eight percent of those under thirty and 
57 percent of those over forty-five either agreed or strongly 
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agreed. Thirty-four percent of those 31-45 agreed, but also 
,34 percent disagreed. 
The sixth statement, "Woman do not work well under 
women," brought e. negative response from all age groups. 
Fltty-eightpercent of those under thirty, 52 percent of 
those 31-45, and 64 percent of those over forty-five disagreel 
with this statement. 
Another generally strong negative response, with one 
exception, was received by the seventh statement, "I would 
not wish to teach under a woman principal.'· Fifty-eight per­
cent of those under thirty, 52 percent of those 31-45, and 58 
percent of those over forty-rive &1thar disagreed or disagree 
strongly. The one exception came in the under thirty age 
group, 41 percent of whom indicated that they would !J.Q1 wish 
to teach under Il woman prinoipal. Severel respondents added 
personal notes giving aooounts of good or bad experiences 
with women principals-
Sixty-seven percent of those under thirty and 50 per­
cent of those over forty-five disagreed that, PWomen are more 
child oriented than men. tl Of those in the 31-45 age group. 
4) percent disagreed and 35 percent agreed with the state-
mente 
The largest percentages of all ege groups regarded 
decision making, statement number nine. as a non-sex oriented 
task. Forty-two percent of those under thirty. 39 peroent of 
those 31-45. and 43 percent of those over forty-five choosing 
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this response. 
Forty-eight percent of' the teaohlng faculty group in 
the 31.45 age category responded that sex-bias ~ a problem 
in schools, while 67 percent of those under thirty and 64 
percent of those over forty-five indicated that they do na1 
believe it 1s a problem. 
The majority of all age groups. 50 percent of those 
under thirty. 61 percent of those 31-45, and 73 percent 01' 
those over forty-five disagreed with the eleventh statement, 
"Women are more personal, informal, less structured than men 
in organizing." 
Sixty-four percent of teachers 1n the group over forty­
five agreed that, "Women are more sensitive than men. likely 
to take things personally. II Pifty-eight percent of those 
under thirty disagreed while those 1n the ;1-45 age group 
were nearly evenly divided among agreemen.t, disagreement. 
and regarding thlB characteristic as non-SEne oriented. 
Rather than analyzing percentage totals for the re­
sults tabulated by years of experience, the relationships 
'between age and years of experience will be examined. 'rhe 
following table shows the numbers and percentages of the 
teaching faculty sample group by years of teaching experience. 
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TABLE VI 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF MEiVffiERS OF THE TEACHING 































Tota.l number 15 26 9 50
 
Percentage
of totel 30 52 18 100 
Responses to item number one parallel those tabulated 
by age in tha.t the greatest percentages in all groups, those 
tea.ching eight years or less. those teaching 9-23 years. and 
those teaching twenty-four or more years, regarded the task 
of pUblic relations as a non-sex oriented role. 
The task of discipline does not show an attitude which 
so directly relates years of teaChing experienoe to age. No 
more than 35 percent of anyone group regarded discipline as 
a non-sex oriented role. Where 42 percent of' those over 
forty-five years of age agreed that men are better disciplin­
arians than women. 55 percent of those having taught twenty­
four years or more agreed with the statement. 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -




TO'TAL FACULTY SAMPLE GROUP RESPONSES TO THE OPINIONNAIRE BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
It BCD E 
not strongly 
_____~~trQJ"lgly_agrE:!~ _ ~gr~~ __ ~~~~~H:'iEiln'te~___~iI1H~,grEil~ disagne 
0-8 9-23 24+ 0...8 9-23 24+ 0-8 9-2) 24+ 0-8 9-23 24+ 0-8 9-23 24+ 
_~~~~~~_~x~. _ _ ye~rl!L~,~J." __ yeaX"$ ,~~ _~_~ __~Y'fla~_~~u;>~___ Y~ars ex-'D· 







2 1 1 1 1 










Roosevelt - - - 1 - - ~ -S. 1 - 4 1 ....,g, 2 ...L 
Total 
- -




11 20 4 - 47 42 44 1) JS JJ 20 1S 11
 
... l!I!l~ 
-(2)	 [,tlen are better disc1pllnarlans than women. 
Elmwood 
- -






Roosevelt ...l. ... - -!. J .J.. - -l ..! -l -l. - - .,g -!. 
Total 1 
- .3 4 10 2 5 9 2 4 4 - - J 1 Peroent 6
- JJ 27 38 22 33 35 22 27 15 - - 12 11 











1 1 2 1 
Weeks 1
- - - - -
2 2 1 
-
2 1 1 2 1 
Kurtz 
- - - -
1 




- ...!. ..1t 
-
- -!. ~ ..£ 
-
- -! .J. -l ~ 
-
­












TABLE VII (Continued) 
fA BCD E 
not strongly 
atrQM1..Y__ alu~·ee agree se~-orieDted _Qisagree dlsa~ree 
0-8 9-23 24+ 0-8 9-2) 24+ 0-8 9-2) 24+ 0-8 9-23 24+ 0-8 9-23 24+ 
,yearaeX2' years exp. years exp. yea" exp. years exp. 
(4)	 h'omen have a more sincere insight into the needs of people than men. 
Elmwood J t ... J 1 ;2 1 
Weeks J 4 2 ... 2 1 1 
Kur"tz 1 1 1 1 1 
-
2 
Roosevelt ... ... 1 1 1 2 ... - ... 
-'. ~ ..1. ........ ........... -1 J. ­
Total J 4 ;2 .5 1) 4 4 ? J J 2 
Percent 20 15 22 JJ 50 44 27 21 33 20 8 
(5)	 Young girls need women in positions of authority to look up to. 
Elmwood. 1 J J 1 1 ... ... 1 1 
Weeks 2 1 1 J 2 1 1 1 1 
Ku.rtz 1 1 1 1 J ... 
Roosevelt ~ -1 -l 
-l. .-2. -Z ... -1 ... ~ J. .. --!. ...!.~ 
Total 1 1 1 B 11 J 1 S :3 4 '7 2 1 2 
Percent 6 4 11 5) 42 JJ 6 19 j) Z7 27 22 6 6 
­
(6)	 Women do not work well under women. 
Elmwood ... 1	 1 - 1 1 ... :3 J 1
­Weeks	 112 2 1 ... 1 :3 1 
Kurtz	 1 1 2 2 1 
Roosevelt 
...1 ...1 ... ...£ -l -=. ... -1 ... J. ~ -Z. ~ 1 -1 -.!~ 
To"ta.l 1 2 - 4 J J 2 :3 1 '7 14 J 1 J 1 







A ~ C D E 
not strongly 
£?trong!y agree agree sex-oriented. disagree disagree 
0-8 9-2) 24+ 0-8 9-2) 24+ 0-8 9-23 24+ 0-8 9-2) 24+ 0-8 9-2; 24+ 
___- rs;;:;..·.. ....;6::;,:::X;:.;,;p;".,;;. exp. yean ex,p. . ~ears exp. years axe....,,:i..;,e=8.... 	 ~ears 
(7)	 I wou.ld not wish to teach Ilnder a woman principal. 
Elmwood 1 ... 1 ...... - 1 J - 2 2 1 
Weeks - - - 2 - 1 1 3 2 - 2 - 1 
Kurtz ...... ... ...... ... ... 1 - 2 1 ... ... 2 1 
Roosevelt -=. --:: -=. ..1....& -=. -1. -Z -=. ..1..i .J.. -l..1 .z 
Total 1... 1 3 2 1 3 9 2 5 11 2 J 4 3 
Percent 6 - 11 20 8 11 20 35 22 33 42 22 20 15 33 





more child oriented than men. 
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'fABLE VII (Continued) 
A B C D E 
not strongly 
at~ngl~ a~r§~ ag~ee .sex-oriented disagree disagree 
0-8 9-23 24+ 0-8 9-23 24+ 0-8 9-2) 24+ 0-8 9-2) 24+ 0-8 9-23 24+ 
_ xears exp. years exp. years exp. _ _ years eX!2. years exp. 
(10) Sexism (textbook bias. sex-role stereotyping. classes for 
problem in our schools. 
one sex only, etc.) is a 
Elmwood 
:,'teeks 
1 1 1 
1 
1 
2 1 1 
2 
:3 4 2 1 











































(11 )~omen are more personal, informal. less structured than men in organizing. 
Elmwood 1 1
- J J 2 - 1 Weeks 1 
-











- - - - - -
2 
.....5. - ~ .....5. -!. ....! J. ~
-
To'tal 1 1 1 5 8 2 4 14 4 2 J 2 
Percent 6 4 11 JJ )1 22 47 54 44 13 12 22 
(12) Women are more sensitive than men, likely to take things persona.lly. 























Total 141 :3 5 5 291 7 6 2 2 1 
Percent 6 15 11 20 19 55 13 35 11 47 23 22 1J 4 ~ V\ 
Percentages rounded ~o equal 100%. 
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Direct rela:tionshlps between age and years of' experi... 
ence are seen in response to the third statement, UlVlen are 
more ambitious than women, therefore more committed to their 
oareers. n Fifty peroent of those under thirty and S3 percent 
atthaee having taught eight years or lese disagreed with the 
etatement, and an even larger percentage. 64 percen"t, of 
those teaching over twenty-four years disagreed. A'ttitudes 
of the middle group, those teaching from 9-23 years. were 
again scattered, a somewhat larger peroentage, however, cUs­
agreeing with the statement. 
Item number four, ·Women have a more sincere insight 
into the needs of people than men," brought a similar response 
from teachers divided by years of experienoe and from the 
same teaohers divided into age categories. Thlrty-"three per­
cent of those tettching eight years or less, 50 percent of 
thoBe teaohing 9-2; years, and 44 percent of those "teaohing 
twenty-four or more years regarded this as a non-sex oriented 
role. 
As 58 peroent of those under thirty agreed, .59 percent 
of those teaching eight years or less also agreed that, "Young 
girls need women in positions of authority to look up to. M 
However, where 57 percent ot those over the age of forty-five 
agreed, only 44 percent of those teaching twenty-four years 
or more showed agreement with the statement.. A greater per­
centage, 46 percent, of those in the middle group, teaching 
from 9-23 years agreed with this particular need, a smaller 
77 
percentage, 19 percent, regarding it as a non-sex oriented 
role. 
A smaller percentage of those teaching twenty-tour 
years or more than those over forty-five years ot age dis­
agreed with the sta.tement, "Women do not work well under 
women. tJ Where 64 peroent of those over forty-five disagreed. 
only 44 percent of those with greater years of teaching ex­
perience disagreed. Of those in the middle group. teaching 
9-23 years. 65 percent disagreed. as did 53 percent of those 
teaching eight years or less. 
A similar negative response was received by the seventh 
statement. "I would not wish to teach under a woman principal. tI 
Fifty-three percent of those teaching eight years or less. 57 
percent of those teaching 9-2) years and 55 percent of those 
teaching for twenty-four or more yea.rs disagreed. However, 
where 41 percent of those under thirty indicated agreement, 
that they would not wish to teach under a woman principal, 
only 26 percent of those teaching eight years or less chose 
this response. 
Sixty percent of those tea.ching eight years or less, 
compared to 67 percent of those under thirty, disagreed with 
the statement, "Women are more child oriented than men. It 
Where 43 oercent of those in the middle a.ge group disagreed, 




difference between age and experience 
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was found in response to the ninth statement. "r!len are 
better at decision-making than women." Where 4) percent of 
those over forty-five years of age indicated that they did 
not regard this task as a sex-oriented role. only J3 percent 
of teachers with twenty-four or more years of experience 
selected this response. Forty-four percent of these experi­
enced teachers disagreed with the statement compared to 34 
percent of those in the forty-five or older age group. 
Direct parallels are seen in response to the statement 
that sex-bias is a problem in school between age and years of 
experience. The middle groups in both categories regard this 
as e problem while the younger. less experienced end the 
older, more experienced teachers do not. 
SimileI' responses are seen in the eleventh item. "Women 
are more personal, informal, less structured than men in 
orgAnizing. if Sixty percent of thoBe teaching eight years or 
less. 64 percent of thoBe teaching 9-2; years and 66 percent 
of those teaching twenty-four years or more disagreeing. 
As 64 percent of teachers over forty-five agreed. 66 
percent of those teaching twenty-four or more years elso dis­
agreed that. "Women are more sensitive than men, likely to 
take things personally." The patterns followed for the other 
groups, age corresponding very closely to years of experience. 
While the number of administrators uscd 88 subjects 
for thIs stUdy i8 small compared to the student semple group 
and the faCUlty s~mple ~roup. their responses will be anelyted 
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as percentage figures for the sake of comparison to the other 
groups. Responses, arranged acoording to ~he school of ~he 
respondent, are shown on Table VIII. 
Of the administrators completing the opinionnaire 
seven are men and two a.re women. The schools are diverse in 
the make-up of their administrative bodies. Elmwood has a 
male principal, 8 female vice-principal, Weeks a male prin­
cipal, a male vice-principal and a female Bdviser. Kurtz a 
female prine ipal, a rna Ie vice-principal and a female adviser, 
Roosevelt an all male Bdministrative steff. 
Forty-five percent, or four of the nine administrators 
responding to the opinionnairs, disagree with the first 
statement, en Bre better at public relations than woman,h 
one. or 11 percent. showing strong disagreem.ent. An identi­
eel 45 percent do not regard discipline as a sex-oriented 
task in response to item two. still another 45 percent dis­
agree that men are more ambitious than women. 
Sixty-seven percent disagree with the fourth statement, 
hWomen have A more sincere insight into the needs of people 
then men. t. """hile the remaining 33 percent do not regard this 
a9 a sax-oriented characteristic. 
To the fifth statement, "Young girls need women in 
positions of authority to look up to," 45 percent responded 
that it was not B sex-oriented role, 33 percent agreed or 
strongly reed and 22 percent disagreed. 





ADMINISTRATOR SAMPLE GROUP RESPONSES TO OPINIONNAIRE 
A B C D E 
strongly not sex­ strongly
agree agree oriented disagree disa.gree 


































(2) Men are better disciplinarians tha.n women. 
Elmwood 1 1 
Weeks 1 1 





- -i. 1 ­
Total 2 4 2 1 
Percent ... 22 45 22 11 
(J) Men are more ambitious than 
mitted to their careers. 




























(4) Women have 8 more 
people than men. 


























TABLE VIII (Continued) 
-
: 
-= : ::	 :: 
­A B C D E
strongly not sex­ strongly
agree agree oriented disagree disagree 












..l ~ ... ... 
Total 2 1 4 2
 
Percent 22 11 45 22
 
(6)	 Women do not work well under women. 
Elmwood 2 




-l ....... ..A ...

-
Total 1 1 6 1
 
Percent 11 11 67 11
 
(7)	 I would not wish to work with a woman as a fellow admin­
istrator. 
Elmwood 1 1 
Weeks 1 1 
Kurtz 1 1 
...
...Roosevelt ... 
-l	 -l~ -- 4Total 1 1 J
 
Percent 11 11 45 JJ
 



































(9)	 Men are better at decision making than women. 
Elmwood 1 ... 
...1 







-Total	 2 3 3 1Percent	 22 33 JJ 11 
(10) Sexism	 (textbook bias, sex-role stereotyping, classes 
for one sex only, etc.) is a problem in our schools. 
Elmwood 1 1 .. 
Weeks 1 1 




Total 2 2 4 1 
Percent 22 22 45 11 
(11)	 Women are more personal, informal, less structured than 
men in organizing. 
Elmwood 2 
Weeks 1 1 
Kurtz .... 2 
Roosevelt ... 
- -! ~ .......­
rrotal 2 6 1 
Percent 22 61 11 
(12)	 Women are more sensitive than men, likely to take things 
personally. 




4 1'rotal	 2 2 11Percent 22 22 45
-
.:: "':::. :u:: 
Percentages rounded to equal 100%.
 
8) 
disagreed that, "Women do not work well under women." 
seventy-eight percent also disagreed with the following 
statement, "I would not wish to work with a woman as a fellow 
administrator. ,. 
Forty-five peroent disagreed that, "Women are more 
child oriented than men," the eighth statement. Twenty-two 
peroent agreed that men are better at decision making, 33 
percent regarded this as a non-sex oriented role, and 45 per­
cent disagreed. 
Fifty-six percent of the administrator group do not 
believe that sex-bias is a problem in schools, according to 
their responses on the opinionnalre. Seventy-eight percent 
disagree that women are the more informal, less structured 
organizers, and fifty-six percent disagree that, "Women are 
more sensitive than men, likely to take things personally." 
Among all responses made by the administrator sample 
group only two "strongly agree" choices were made, both of 
those in response to the fifth statement dealing with the need 
of young girls to have successful adult females to emulate. 
Forty-six replies were received from the parent sample 
group. six from Elmwood parents, twelve from Weeks parents, 
and fourteen from eeeh the Kurtz parent group and the 
Roosevelt parent group. Not all SUbjects responded to every 
Btstement on the opinionnaire, thus all totals on Table IX 
do not equal forty-six or 100 percent. 
Sixty-three percent of the parent group gave a 
TABLE IX 
PARENT SAMPLE GROUP RESPONSES TO OPINIONNAlRE 
:: 
A B C D E
strongly not	 sex- strongly
agree agree oriented disagree disagree 
(i)	 Men are better at public relations than women. 
Elmwood ... 2 4 •Weeks ... 6 6 ... 





Total	 17 23 6
Percent	 ... 37 50 13 
(2)	 Men are better disciplinarians than women. 
Elmwood 2 2 2 
Weeks 1 
.5 4 2 
Kurtz 4 2 ... 4 4 
Roosevelt ...~ ~ Jt ..!t 
-
Total 9 i) 8 12 4 
Percent 20 28 17 26 9 
(J)	 Women are more ambitious than men, therefore more com­
mitted to their careers. 
Elmwood 2 J 1 
Weeks 2 2 6 2 
Kurtz 4- 2 .5 J 
Roosevelt 
-2 -1 ...2-1. -l 
Total 1 9 10 15 11 
Percent 2 20 22 33 23 
(4 )	 Women have a more sincere insight into the needs of 
people than men. 
Elmwood ; 1 
'~eeks 4 4 2 2 
Kurtz 1 1 7 5 
Roosevelt ... 
-9. ...£ -Z.J!
-	 4Total 1 14 18 9 






TABLE IX (Continued) 
A BCD E 
strongly not sex- strongly 
agree agree oriented disagree disagree 
(5)	 Young girls need women in positions of authority to look 
u.p	 to. 
Elmwood 2 2 2 
Weeks 1 5 ... 4 2 
Kurtz 2 4 4 4 
...	 6 ...Roosevelt 
-l -i	 .......
 
Total 4 16 6 16 2
 
Percent 9 35 13 35 4
 
(6 )	 Women do not work well tmder women. 
Elmwood 1 5 
Weeks 4 6 2 






Total 2 10 7 23 2
 4Percent 4 22 15 50 
(7)	 I would not wish my child to attend a school at which a 
woman was principal. 
Elmwood	 2 4 
2 8Weeks 2 
Kurtz 1 6 7 
... ... 1	 4Roosevelt -2. 
6 21 19'rotal 46 41Percent	 13 
(8)	 Women are more child oriented than men. 
Elmwood J 1 1 1 
4 1	 6 2Weeks 4	 4Kur1:Z	 2 




 6 18 4'rotal ? 11 




TABLE IX (Continued) 
:: : : : ::. :::
-
- A B C D E
strongly not sex- strongly 
agree agree oriented disagree disagree 
(9) Men are better at decision rna. king than women. 
,Elmwood	 1 
­Weeks 2 6 
Kurtz 1 1 2 6 2 
2 4	 ...Roosevelt 
.............-	 ~ ........
 
Total 1 5 15 21 2
 
Percent 2 12 )3 46 4
 
(10)	 Sexism (textbook bias, sex-role stereotyping. classes 
for one sex only, etc.) 1s a problem in our schools. 
4 2Elmwood
 
Weeks 2 5 2
 
1 1	 6 2Kurtz 
...Roosevelt 
-1. .J	 ..!l -l
-
21 5Total 4 9 
46 11Percent 9 20 
(ii)	 Women are more personal, informal, les6 structured than 
men in organizing. 
1 1Elmwood. 1	 J 4 2
'tleeks	 J J 4Kurtz	 2 2 5 
...4 ....§.Roosevelt 
- ~	 ­~ 
-
Tota.l 1 '7 12 18 715Percent 2 15 26 39 
(12)	 Women ~re more sensitive then men, likely to take 
things personally. 
4Elmwood	 2 












Percent 9 4) 17 22 9 ::
:: 
Fercentages rounded to equal 100%.
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negative response to the first statement, "Men are better at 
public relations than women." Thirty-seven percent regarded 
it as fa non-sex oriented role and. none of the SUbjects in­
dicated agreement with the statement. 
Men are believed to be better disciplinarians than 
women by 48 percent of the parent group. A small 17 percent 
regard discipline as a non-sex role and J5 percent disagree 
that men are better at this task. 
PI'ore tha.n half the pa.rent group, 53 percent, disagree 
with the third statement, "Men are more ambitious than women, 
therefore more commItted to their careers. It 
Response to the fourth statement, "Women have a more 
sincere insight into the needs of people than men," was 
fairly evenly distributed. thirty-two percent agreed, 39 
percent gave it a non-sex characteristic, and 29 percent dis­
agreed. 
Forty-six percent agreed and 39 percent disagreed 
that. "Young girls need women in positions of authority to 
look. up to, II and 54 peroent disagreed that. "Women do not 
work. well under women. If 
The strongest response to any item came with en 87 
Peroent disagreement with the seventh statement, "I would 
not wish for my ohild to attend a school at which a woman 
was principal," indicating a very poedtive attltude toward 
women principals. There were no parents among the semple 
group Who agreed with this statement. 
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Forty-eight percent of the parent group believes that. 
"Women are more ohild oriented than men." while 39 percent 
disagree and only 13 percent regard this oharacteristic as 
non-sex oriented. 
Only 14 peroent of the parent group agreed with the 
statement, "Men are better a.t decision making than women. tl 
Thirty-three percent ind.icated that this is not a sex-oriented 
role, and 50 peroent disagreed with the statement. 
The parent group did not view sex-bias as a problem 
in schools. Fi:rty-aeven percent disagreed with the statement 
that it is a problem and 29 percent agreed that it Is. 
Fifty-four percent of the parent group do not agree 
that women are more informal, less structured in orga.nizing 
than men, while 51 percent do agree that. "Women are more 
sene!tive than men, likely to take things personally." 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study deals with the problem of the imbalance 
whioh exists in education between the numbers of women em­
ployed in the profession and the numbers of women who serve 
as administrators in the profession. There are many explana­
tions, assumptions. and conjectures offered by writers in 
the field of aocount for the relatively few number of women 
in positions of educational leadership. One of these assump­
tions, that there is an attitude on the part of sooiety that 
it does not want women as leaders in eduoation. is the speci­
fic concern of this stUdy. 
An attempt has been made to separate the segments of 
society most directly related to the school oommunity. stu­
dents. parente. teaching faoul ty and adm1nlstrators and to 
determine what the attitudes of those segments are toward 
women as administrators, particularly in the Des Moines Public 
Schools. 
The study seeks to answer two questions. 
1. What are the attitudes of 
a. stUdents 
b. perants 
c. teaching faculty 
d. presently employed administrators 
e. teacher training institution faculty 
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in the Dee Moines area and particularly in the Des Moines 
PUblic Schools, 'toward women administrators? 
2.	 How do these attitudes differ from one group to 
another? 
In order to determine these ettitUdes sample groups 
were selected which moat nearly represented a cross-section 
of the school population. There is no "typical" nor "averagl 
Bchool, but schools were chosen primarily because they serve 
middle class neighborhoods t or cut across neighborhood clasS 
structures. Thus Elmwood Elementary School, Kurtz Junior 
High School, Weeks Junior High School and Roosevelt High 
School were used as participants in this stu.dy. It was de­
cided to use an intermediate class in each building, thus th 
sub jects would be ne1thaI' the oldest nor the youngest stu­
dents in the buildings. Accordingly each principal chose 'th 
class to serve as subjects in the various buildings. a. 
fourth grade class of twenty-fou.r students act Elmwood, an 
eighth grade class of twenty-two students at Kurtz , an 
ei.ghth grade class of twenty-six students at Weeks, and an 
eleventh grade class of thirty at Roosevelt. The intention 
had been to use classes of approximately thirty students 
eaoh, having a total student sample group of 120. The aotua 
tot8-l, however, was 102. Two junior high groups were used 
beoause one of' those ie served by Des Moines t only female 
secondary principal and 1t was determined that a oomparison 
of the responses given by that school's community to the 
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responses given by a neighboring junior hights commwn1ty 
WQuld be relevant to the findings of this study. 
A parent group, whose total numbers matohed the stu­
dent group, was systematioally selected from the class en­
rollment oarda at each of the participating sohools. No 
attempt was made to select parents of students partioipating 
in the study, but a number equal to the number of students in 
each age group was used, resulting in twenty-two parents of 
fourth grade children, forty-eight parents of eighth grade 
children, and thirty parents of eleventh grade ohildren 
making up the sample group_ 
The faculty groups were selected systematioally 
within-sex, keeping the ratio of men to women the same as 
that exieting among the total raoulty _ Sixteen Elmwood 
teachers, twenty-four Roosevelt teachers, thirteen Weeks 
teachers and twelve Kurtz teachers comprised the faCUlty 
sample group. 
~he a~~ln16trators of the four participating schools 
total eleven and ell members were used in this study. 
An attempt was made to determine attitudes of members 
of the Drake Unlverelty College of Education faoul ty. 'fhe 
response of this group was so poor, however, that it was felt 
that the inclusion of that particular set of data would eon­
tribute nothing to this study. 
When these groups were identified and all cooperating 
bUilding principals had been contacted, opinionnaires were 
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dd..... lnistered • These opinionnaires had 1 ~ IU preVously been pre­
tested, revised, and finally validated.. Wording was ohanged 
only slightly within each oplnlonnalre in order to make the 
statements more appropriate to the groups which were asked 
to complete them.. Three seta of oplnionnaires were delivered 
to eRch of the four sChools. The teaching raculty opinion­
naires and administrator opinionnaires were placed in indi­
vidual mail boxes and the student set accepted by each prin­
cipal who determined the class to which it would be given. 
These three sets were returned to the researcher through the 
school "bag II system. 'rhe fourth and fifth sets of opinion­
naires were mailed directly to the parent group and the 
university faculty group with 11 self-addressed, stamped 
envelope enclosed. Each of the faoulty, administrator, 
parent, and university faculty opinionnaires was accompanied 
by an explanatory cover letter. Follow-up postal cards were 
sent ten days later to those who had not replied by mail at 
that time. 
Once the author was satisfied that no more returns 
were forthcoming the resu.lts were te:bulated, analyzed and are 
here summarized. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
stUdents end teaohing faoulty regarded the first 
etB.terrH~nt. "1\!len are better at public relations than women, to 
as a non-sex oriented taak. Women teachers, showing a 
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deflnite lack of' confidence in their own sex, agreed in much 
larger numbers than men teachers that men are better at 
pUblic relations.. The fact that parents and administrators 
disagreed with the statement shows a confidence in women's 
ability to perform this task. Women tea.chers themselves are 
the only group with a negative attitu.de. 
The attitudes of students, parents and older teachers 
are alike in viewing men as better disciplinarians than 
women. The term t'better" is somewhat ambiguous here and the 
data does not indicate whether the respondents perceived 
IIbetter" to mean more effective. more strict. more physical. 
the detinition is a sUbjective one.. The oonolusion must be 
drawn. however, that students and parents do not see women as 
equal to men in this role. Administrators and teachers under 
forty-five see no sex differences in discipline. The school 
personnel seemS to see .1teel! as performing one waYI those 
aerved by the school see performance in another way. 
Adul t and youthful attitudes separate on the question 
of career camm!tment. Adulte tend to see women with ambi ... 
tion and a career commitment iI Woman teachers particula.rly 
made this response" This would indicate that women do not 
view their jobs as temporary or as "helping oute< the family. 
The tact that student response to this statement indicated 
no definlte attltude might be attributed to an inability of 
studente to grasp the concept of Em adult career commitment. 
This would account for the widely dispersed student response. 
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women teachers outnumbering men nearly two to one. show a 
belief in their own ambitions that men teachers donot show in 
women. 
The study shows no prevailing attitude held in oommon 
by any sample groups toward possesslonof insight into the 
needs of people by men or by woman. Students agreed with 
the statement in item four. administrators disagreed, teachers 
chose response "C" and parents divided their responses among 
the five choices. Such diversity in responses from the 
various groups indicates that this quality Uinsight" has 
different meanings to different groups. It is a difficult 
quality to assess and there was no unity of assessment among 
the individuals sampled. 
All segments of society used in the study believed 
that young girls do need women in positions of authority to 
look up to. It was to be expected that women teachers and 
younger teachers would find this to be true. An interesting 
result was that older teachers indicated agreement more 
strongly than those in the middle age group. Among all 
responses made by administrators to the opinionnaire only 
two choices of "strongly agree" were made, and those two 
were in response to this fifth statement. It may be con­
cluded from the date that most people associated in some way 
with ed.ucation bel leve that young girls f!Q. need successful 
women as career models. The next step is to establish more 
women in such positions. 
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The sixth statement contains an idea that appears 
frequently in the literature and one that is heard int'acul­
ty lounges and private conversation. Publicly, however, tbe 
statement. "Women do not work well under women, it 1s one with 
which all segments of the school community groups sampled 
disagree--and with Some decisiveness. Student group responses 
were dispersed on this 1tem. It was suggested in the data 
a.nalysis section that most students have not yet worked under 
an aault in a job area. whether mal e or female. a.nd therefore 
were unable to respond from first-band experience, only in­
directly or from heresay. Adults expressed rather strong 
disagreement with the statement, particularly the older, more 
experienoed teachers. The stUdy would seem to support the 
generalization that adults hold the belief that women do work 
well under women in administrative positiona. The persistent, 
nagging undercurrent remains, however, that belies this eon... 
clusion of the study. 
There were no segments of the popula.tion for this 
stUdy that expressed a negative attitude about working with, 
work.ing for. or attending a school whIch had, III woman as 
pri.ncipal. Among teachers the sex of the respondent was not 
a determining factor in this response. The only dissent 
came from the under thirty age group teaching eight or fewer 
years. that group showing that it would not wish to teach 
under 8. woman principal. The fact that the Kurtz faculty, 




agreed indicates a satisfaction in that sChool with its 
female prinoipal. Kurtz students disagreed more strongly 
that the comparative school, Weeks, which showed a much 
smaller number who disagreed with the statement. As shown 
in the data analysis. nearly three times as many of the high 
school students disagreed as agreed. Since there are no 
female high school principals in Dee Moines, and only two 
female assistants or advisers among twelve males during the 
197,-74 school year when this stUdy was done, the study 
would support the conclusion that the reason for the absenoe 
of women in high school administrative positions is n.21 Ii 
negative attitude on the parts of stUdents, nor from any seg­
ment of the school related population sampled. 
Students, parents, male and older teachers. agree 
with item number eight, that »Women are more child oriented 
than men." Since schools would seem to be of necessity 
child oriented, this reflects some melf..cr!ticism by male 
faculty members" Taken as a whole, teachers do not see 
either males or females as being more child oriented. Stu­
dents and parents, however, agreeing with the statement, 
indioate that while the school employees do not see them" 
selves in this manner, they are viewed in this way by the 
Btudent~ and parents they serve. 
All groups tended to view the role of decision maker 
either as a non-sex oriented role or they disagreed that, 
Il'~ • ...n n The studentsII,en are better at decision making than worne • 
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and adm1niatra:tors were somewhat more divided than pa.rents 
and faculty. It is interesting to note that students fol. 
lowed traditional sex lines, boys strongly agreeing that men 
a,rebetter decision makers, girls strongly disagreeing. The 
study shows that the school community F1S a whole does not 
have 'the a:ttltUde that women are indecisive and unable to 
make decisions required of leaders. A large number express 
the attitude that the individual's sex plays no pa.rt in the 
performance of the task. 
In apite of the June, 1974, proposed regulations pub­
lished by the Department of Health, Educatlon and Welfare for 
ending sex discrimination in education in such practices as 
offering home economics courses solely to girls and shop 
courses solely to boys, the students and a.dults. with one 
exception, do not believe that sex-bias is a problem in the 
Des Moines public schools" That one exception is found in 
the teaohing faoul ty group 31-45 years of age and with 9...23 
years of teaching experience. This group responded that 
sex-bias is a. problem * Additional research to determine why 
this age group and not the other two see sex discrimination 
in sohools would be an enlightening attitudinal study. An 
explanation might serve to separate Des r~oine9 :from many 
schools nation-wide. In the secondary schools inoluded in 
this etudy, any etudent, wha.tever his or her sex, has been 
e,llowed for a number of years to enroll in what are tradi­
tionally sex-oriented 01ass8s1 shop, home economics, foods. 
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child devel.opment. etc \I In the two junior high schools par.... 
tlcipe:ting in this stUdy, male students are required. how­
ever. to "take a health course and the response ot this a.ge 
group of the student semple group bears this out I the junior 
hlgh students agree that sexism is a problem \I The stUdy 
indicates -that the school related segments of the Des !lr~oines 
community sampled, do not as a whole. ha.ve an a.ttitude that 
sex-bias or discrimination is a problem locally. 
The sample groups were unanimous in their disagreement 
that, "Women are more persona.l, informal, leas structured "than 
men in organizing. It In all groups the largest segment either 
disagreed or strongly disagreed. Neither age nor sex made 
differences in the responses. It cannot be concll.lded from 
the study's findings that men or women are better at tasks 
of organization, only that women eN not more informal, less 
structured than men in organizational skills. 
Item twelve brought a response simila.r to that in 
item eight & faculty see themselves as one way, students and 
parents see them in another. Students. by the largest total 
g ivan in response to ~~ny single statement. agreed tha.t. 
"Women are more semeltlve than men, likely to take things 
personally. If In agreement also are parents and the one group 
of teachers over forty-five years of age. Perhaps of more 
importance to the school image in this area is not how it 
sees itself, but how it 1s seen by others. 
The findings of this study, when viewed as a whole, 
do not show any strong negative attitude toward women in 
admlnistratlva positions - The statements included in the 
opln.1onnaire have sought to describe 'tasks, roles or char­
acteristios cornmon to all administrators. In ma.king Some 
generalizations based on responses to these statements, the 
study shows that men and women are considered equally able 
at pUblic relations, at having ambition and a career Clommit... 
ment, at: having insight into the needs of people - Women are 
perceived as working as well under WQimen as under men, as 
bEllling able to satisty the community in assuming principalship 
of e. school- Men and women are viewed as being equally able 
to make decisions and to organize effectively_ Males are be­
lieved to be better disciplinarians by parents, studentB and 
older teaohers, not, however. by the majority of the teaching 
f'acul ty nor 'by administrators. Women are oonsidered to be 
more sensitive, taking things more personally than men. 
Moet segments of the study believed that young girls need 
successful women as models to emulate. and moet segments do 
not peroeive the D@s L'loines schools as haVing til particular 
problem of sex bias or disorimination. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Some recommendations for women in eduoation arise from 
the findings of this study- One of the import.ant areas of' 
differ.·enoe ie in the area. of disoipline. It is generally 
assu.med that disoipline is one of the taeks of an 
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administrator. The responding groups regard men as perform... 
ing this 'task better than women. Women, therefore. need. to 
improve the public' 8 perception of women as disciplinarians, 
ElithaI' by performing the task more effectively or if it is 
being perf'ormed effectively, by convincing the public that it 
is being done. 
Another a.rea of discrepancy between wha"t people be­
lieve and the situation that actually exists is in the area. 
of career cownitment • Women ha.ve evidently done a selling 
job to the public that they In. serious about 'their own 
careers and that they do possess pride in their own ambition. 
Yet there remain the small numbers who have advanced in their 
careers in education. 
If, 9S the reeul t8 of the stUdy indicate. most people 
do feel a need for young girls to have successful women to 
emulate. education has a defin1.te responsibili1Iy to provide 
opportuni"t tearor women to fill these roles. Not only the 
women in education but the men as well should seek to find the 
beat possible people to serve as models for young people. 
Education should not find itself guilty of perpetu.atlng the 
old cliohe about it being a man' s world. A disservice is 
done to half the population by allowing young girls and women 
to believe this. 
'rha 8'tudy confinns the statement that women worle well 
under women and no segment of the population shows any re'" 
lactance at 'Working with or for e woman. A full circle h~u!l 
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been made. The question with which this stUdy began, "Why 
are there so few women administrators?" remains unanswered. 
The study does not answer the question, nor has it sought to. 
If the attitudes expressed by the SUbjects here are honest, 
the study does show that there are few reasons !l21 to place 
women in administration. 
An observation may be made from the data which shows 
that women are perceived to be more child-oriented than men. 
Rather than a recommendation for women to take action in this 
area, it would Beem that male educators would regard this as 
criticism of the role they play with young people. 
Participants in the stUdy are out of step with the 
nation as a whole in their belief that there 1s no sex-
discrimination in the Des P,;oines schools. A study should be 
done in this area within the 01ty to determine if these 
opinions are based on practices. Is there actually no sex­
discrimination in the Des l>;oines public schools? 
A stUdy shou.ld be done where this one failed, exclu­
sively in the area of higher education, seeking to determine 
what steps are being taken to encourage college and career 
women to enter fields of administration. 
Further research pertinent to the question would seek 
to specify the methods that are being used, if eny. in the 
Dee l\',oines public school system to recruit promising women 
into graduate programs in administration. 'l'his study shOlild 
also show \vhat effect such reeru!tmant programs Bre having 
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on increa.sing the number of qualified women available for 
administrative assignments. 
In practice there ~lre relatively few women in poed... 
tiona of leadership in education" 'l'his study has shown that 
whatever the reasons are, an attitude of appoaltion to women 
as administrators is wu. one of the reasons keeping women out. 
Several suggestions have been made here for further studies 
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May 9, 1974 
1000 4Jrd 
Des Moines, Iowa 
50311 
Dear Faculty Member. 
In fulfilling the requirements for a. graduate degree in 
secondary administration at Drake University, I am conduct ... 
ing a study on attitUdes. toward women as administrators in 
the Des Moines pUblic schools. A similar opinionnalre is 
being sent to several groups of stUdents, parents, public 
school faculty, pUblic school administrators end university 
faculty. 
I would appreciate your thoughtful completion of the enclosed 
oplnionnaire. Only in this way can honest attitudes toward 
women in posltione of leadership be obtained. 
If you wish, 
of the study 
I 
o
will be happy 
nce they are c






FACULTY ATTITUDE OPINIONNAIRE 
Male	 Female Age 
Teaohing level,	 elementary secondary _ 
~iarl tal status,	 single .... married 
divorced7separated widowed 
Years of tea,ehing experience 
The :following statements represent opinions and attitudes. 
You will probably 8cgree with som.e and disagree with others_ 
There etre no right or wrong answers. Please read each 
statement carefully. then indicate the extent to which you 
agree or disegree by checking the appropriate box. 
a.	 I strongly agree 
b. I agree
 
c • I'~ot a sex-oriented role
 
d. •	 I disa gree 
e.	 I strongly disagree 
a b c d e 
I--+--+--+-- ­




2.	 r{:en are better disciplinarians than 
women .. 
).	 r,:"en are more Ambitious than women.
 




4.	 Women have a more sincere insight into
 
the needB o~ people than men.
 
S.	 Young girls need women in positions of
 
authority to look up te.
 
6.	 Women do not work well under women. 




8. W0I1'lC111n are more child oriented than	 men. 
9.	 Men are b ter at decision making than 
'~Dmen • 
10.	 SexiBm (textbook blas, sex-role stereo­
typln~. elasses for one sex only. etc.)
1B B problem 1n our schools 
11.	 Women Bre more persona 1 f informal, less 
structured t n men 1n or~Bnizing. 
12.	 Women BrB more sensitive t n men. 
likely to t~ke thi s personally. -
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STUDENT' ATTITUDE OPINIONNAlRE 
Female	 AgeMale	 __.---­......
orade in school 
'rhe following statements represent opinions and attitudes. 
You will probs1?ly agree wi:h some and disagree with others. 
There are no r1.ght or wronfS answers. Please read each 
tatement carefully, then indicate the extent to which yoa 
:gree or disagree by checking the appropria.te box. 
a. I strongly agree 
b. I agree 
c. Not a sex-oriented role 
d. I disagree 
e. I strongly disagree 
..
 
1.	 Men are better at meeting people than 
women. 
2.	 Men are better disciplinarians than 
women. 
J.	 r'len are more ambitiOU8 than women. there 
fore more cammitted to their cereal'S. 
a b c d 
€I 
4.	 ~omGn have 8 more sincere insight into 
the n~€!ds of people than men. 
5·	 Young girls need women in positions of 
authority to look up to. 
6.	 Women prefer ~ m~le boss. 
7.	 I would not wiSh to hmve e 'Nomsn as
 
principAl of my SChool.
 
S.	 Women ~re better with children and
 
YOl!llg people than men are.
 




10.	 seX~l:I!'l'I (textbook biaS!. sex-role stereo­
tYPlng, classes for one sex only, etc.) 
h ~ problem hi our schools. 
11.	 Women are more relnxed ~nd aBsy-going
than men.	 . 
12.	 Women are more ElGne! tiv6 than men, 
lik.ely to te Ita thln.gs persons 11y. 
----
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AD~INISTRATOR ATTITUDE OPINIONNAIRE 
Female Age ..... 
Mal0_.----­
present administrative position ...._	 _ 
lIadtal status. single married 
III divorced7separated... widowed 
Years of experience in education	 _ 
The following statements represent opinions and attitudes. 
YOI1 will probably agree with some and disagree with others. 
There are no right or wrong answers. Please read each 
statement carefully. then indica.te the extent to which you 
agree or disagree with it by checking the appropriate box. 
. a.. r strongly agree 
b. 1 agree 
c. Not a sex-oriented role 
d. • I disa.gree 
e. I strongly disagree 








3. Men ere more arnbi tiout1J than women. therei
 
abc d e 
fore more cammitted to the ir careers.
 
4.t/omen hav€	 a more sincere insight into
 
the needs of people than men.
 
5.	 Young girls need women in positions of
 
!t.lthorlty to look up to.
 
6.	 Women do not work well under women. 




8.	 Women Rre more child oriented then men. 
9.	 Men are batter ~t deci13ion makin~; tiltH\ 
women. 
10.	 Sexism (textbook b 8, sex-role stereo­
tYPing, c sees for one 8~X only, etc.) 
iaa problem in our schools. 
11.	 Women are more personal, i 1 t l~lf!s ~tructure~ than men in 0 niz!n@'. 
12.	 Women are more sensitive than men, 
likely to tacke things personally. 
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PARENT ATTITUDE OPINIONNAIRE 
Male----­
Female Age _ 
-
Agee of ohildren in public school 
Mar!tal statUB • single married dlvorcedlseperated -----widowed 
-­
f llowlng statements represent opinions and attitUdes. 
The will probably agree wittl some. and disagree w1th others. 
Y:\lre are no right or. wrong answers. Please read each 
Tt:tement oarefully. then indicate the extent to which you 
:gree or disagree by checking the appropriate box. 
a. I strongly agree 
b. I agree 
e. Not a sex-oriented role 
d. I disagree 
e. I strongly disagree 
1.	 Men are better at publio relatione than 
women. 




,.	 ~en fire more ambitloue than women, there ... 
fore more committed to their careers" 
4,	 Women have a more Binoere insight into 
the need~ ot people than men .. 
S·	 Young i1rltIJ need women in poeitlonB of 
l\lthorlty to look up to. 
6.	 Women do Mt work well under women. 
7.	 I would not w18h my child to attend 8
 
sohool at whlch a woman WlU3 principal.
 
S. Women are more chil d ori~nted than men" 
9, Men are better at deciBion m~klng tht!u,
women.	 ­
10,	 ~@Xi8m (textbook bim!iIi. sex-role stereo­
tYPing, el~fHH!H~ for one sex only. etc,,) 
& It problem in our schools" 
11, IN 
s()!I1enQre more person~l. informllil. lese 
tructut-ed th~Ul men 1n 0 12;ing" 
12.	 11~en tlre more Bensitlv@ than I1H!U''l. 
ely to take things onally. 










UNIVERSITY FACULTY ATTITUDE OPINIONNAIRE 
Female Age 
Male _-~----
single marriedMarital status t divorced7separated _ . ---widowed. 
t experience in education, pUblic school __~___ 
Years 0 Higher education 
, Q ~llowlng statementerepreeent opinions and ~ttitudes. 
rh. ill probably. agree with some .a,nd ~isagree. 'Ill.tn others_~O:r: are no right or wrong answers -.. rlaaaeread.. each ~~ tement oarefUlly, then indicate. the. extent to. which you 
s ~ee or disagree by checking the appropriate box. 
ag a. I strongly agree 
b. I agree 




$. I strongly disagree
 
1.	 Men lare better at public relations than 
women. 
2.	 Men are better disciplinarians than 
wOlen. 
3,	 Men are more ambitious thsn W'Ht~n. there 
tore more committed to their career~ .. 
4,	 Women have a more ~lncere insight into 
the needs ot people than men .. 
5,	 Young girls fu!ed women in poeitione of 
authority to look up to .. 
6,	 women do not work well under womon .. 
7.	 I would not encounge WOnl$n entering: 
graduate school to become qualifled-<
for prlnelpalsh1p .. 
8, w . .. .. ... .. . . 
omen sre more child oriented th~n men .. 
9. I 
filenare better et decision makinil than ~mm.	 ­
10.	 Sellsl'll (t· ","vt'b·· .L. 'h 1 
th"$. "''''' OOn. UtH!f, sex-rol& ~tereo""
l~P;~tel~HUHH~ for one sex only f etc .. )

problem in our schools .. 
11 i Women !lire m. . ... .. .... .. .. .. . 
structur< d ore per50nal, Inforf!H\l j lesS!; 
121 l!J ·0 tht\n m~n in ni z " 
"omen a1"'e .., . ~ 
likely to ~or~ s~nBJ. t lve t III lffl,
 ak~ thlngs personally"
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